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Johnson of Bardstown divorced
himself today from all connection
with the Kentucky State Highway
Department by rejecting an offer
from Qovernor Chandler to become
an advisory commissioner representing the Fourt Road Ts:strict.
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to Speak in
STORM DAMAGES
TOBACCO DAY AT Brown
Murray Saturday
COUNTY TUESDAY
WHITLOCK BOOKED
Calloway Growers Invited to Huge
Field Day Program on
July 17.

It has been announced that John
Young Brown, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for the U.
S. Senate will speak in Murray
sometime Saturday. Mr. Brown
is touring the state with a sound
truck and will speak at several
county seats in the first district
Saturday, winding up Saturday
night with an address in Paducah.
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DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

LOCAL POST READY
FOR PADUCAH MEET
Calloway County Legionnaires Plan
to Attend State Convention
in Force.
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The Weather
Temperature as recorded by
Recorder
Weather
Government
"Shorty" Arnold.
High Low
Date
67
75
Thurs. 2nd.
66
86
Fri. 3rd.
a62
92
Sat. 4th.
71
93
Sun. 5th.
70
96
Mon. 6th.
70
sa
Tues. 7th.
74
94
Wed, 8th.
Rainfall for the week was 2.59
inches.
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the Legion celelege the past winter, a position she workers by the PULA county home baby chick flocks by Warren coun- of their positive intention of par- et pleasant social events for the Bluff and enjoyed
It Pays to Read the Chrnifteda Pace for her success.
bration.
ticipating in the contest. There visiting ladies.
ty Negro farmers.
as held for the past several years. demonstration agent.
All tobacco growers of Calloway county have been urgently invites:L.4a a..huge tobacco field day,
set fpf Friday, July 17, at Whitlock, Henry county. The affair
will continue throughout the day
ang will include a number of outstanding speakers from Tennessee
and Kentucky.
The program will be centered on
"The Curing of ;Tobacco" although
other phases of tobacco production
and marketing will be discussed.
G. C. Richardson, county agent
of Henry county; C. M. Freeman,
prominent Henry county farmer,
and Ed McClure, president of the
Henry County Farm Bureau, were
in Murray Wednesday making arrangements for local participation.
Boone Hill, president of the
Western-)ark Fired Co-operative
Association is one of the headlined speakers for the day. Others
who are on program are M. F.
Williams, manager of the Eastern
Dark Fired Co-op; Roy Milton.
tobacco specialist of the state of
Tennessee; Claude McConnell,
Caldwell county farmer; Mr. Howe,
outstanding leaf grower of Clarksville. Tenn. Mr. Richardson said
that John Graham, county agent
of Caldwell county, and a native
of Calloway, would be invited to
speak on the program.
Lunch will be served at a moderate price, it was said.
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V' Jr.. Jessie le Miller. Charlene
Hill. Richard la-timer, Joyce Mai
Hill. Mn. clittord Hill, Dorothy
Jones.
harmer For Mrs. Hill
Those sending present were Mrs.
Tflo Tome of Mrs. Maude Orr tti I Neely. Mrs. Duffles' Clanton,
Was opened to a number of rela- Mrs. Charles Lynn, Mrs. Cleatus
tives and friends on last Tuesday Paschen,
s. Luther Jones, Marafternoon, honoring Mrs. Rill !with vin Jones, Mr. and Mrs. L' T.
a *hewer of lovely-gifts.
Humphreys. Mary and Erin Todd.
Late in the afternoon, the guests Mr.. and Mrs. L. P. Jones, Mr. and
Were invited to. the dining roan Mrs. Frank Page. Mrs. L.
itlfle enjoyed ice cream and cake. Mrs. 1:lenora_.Harelin. Mr. and Mrs.
Ilitre Hill received many lovely H. C. Paschall.
gifts.
Mrs. Daisy
Mrs. J. I. PasThose present were Mrs. Henry' chall. Mr. and Mrs. George Shra'Welt, Mr. and Mrs. Toy Paschall, der, Mrs. N. G. Hill. Mrs. RichMrs. Otis barna'. Mr. and Mrs. ard newt', Miss Eva Wilkerson,
Clint Younger, Mrs. Maude Orr. Mrs. Oda Wilkerson. Mrs. Bill Hill,
Mrs. E. L. France, Mrs. Davie Key. Miss Marjorie Wilkerson, Mrs.
Porter Thompson, Mrs. Bob OverMrs. Hobert Hill. li&a.
Stidotherman. Mrs. Robert Paschall, cast. Mrs. Nannie Jones, Mrs. Aloe
Mrs. Onas Thompson. Mrs. Marvin Paschall, Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs.
Talton Humphries.
does. -Mrs. Cleve Culpepper.
,Mrs. Ben Hill. Mrs. C. C. Orr.
Silks Anna B. Hill, Mrs. John Lati- B. Y. P. 1'. Program
mer. Mrs. Lon Shrader. Mrs. P.
The B. Y. P. U. met at 6.20
M. Shrader. Miss Mollie Hill, Mrs.
Make Erwin, Mrs. S. H. Wilson, o'clock Sunday evening at the
Miss Jewell Hill. Mrs. Dick Miller., Baptist church and held its regukfre. Nack Wilson. Mrs. Pearl Wil- las Sunday evening program.
Song—"Whosoever Meaneth Me."
son, Mrs. Lester Wilson. Mr. and
Scripture reading. Miss Libbit
"pt.Mrs. 0. B.- TurnJames.
boa'.
Ms. and Mrs. W. S. Jones. Mary
Prayer. Tom Turnbow
Rachel West, Calvin West. Edith
Service were turned over to the
Arketrall, Lave France. Judith group captain. Bob Turnbow.
Younger, Billie France. Delpha
Subject of the lesson was "Faith
Marlene Paschall. Mary Evelyn In Oneself:1
Orr. Bobbie Joyce Younger, MaFirst talk. An Understanding of
relle Orr Anne Key Clint Young- Self,ss-Indeed Truett Hawley:
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Which One Is Really Dangerous'?

Mrs. R, B Chriaman ,Of Henry.
Tenni, was in Hazel tut week
visiting her mother. Mrs. Amanda
Mason
Mr and Mrs. R. M. Bray' spent
Saturday and Sunday in Paris,
visiting relatives and 'friends..
KM. Polly Pritchett and daughter, Mrs. Mary Wilson, and Claud
Wilson spent the week end in
Franklin, Tenn., visiting relent:0es
and friendi.
.
Mtss Erma Doiris, of Nashville,
Tenn., is visiting in the thes home
of her aunt, Mrs. John James, and
Mr. James.

spent Sunday with thek daughter
and sister, Mrs. Floyd Fudge.
Mrs. Vectors Hill. of Ma3rfleid,
and Mrs. Floyd Berry, of Paris,
Tenn., were guests of Miss Jewell
Hill Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Verna White was in Murray
last week on business.
Mrs. Lois Waterfield was in
Mureay Monday on business.
Mrs. Ethel Long and children,
Patty Anne, and Nancy Ks! of
Ky„ are in Hazel asi the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Spree
and
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turn
son, 0. B. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Brandon and sons. Ted and Max,
left Tuesday afternoon for Bowling Green, Ky., where they will
visit the Mammoth Cave and other
place of interest. They will be
gone several days.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Underwood. of . Paducah, were in Hazel
Tuesday.
Mr. Underwood was
called to hold the funearl services
for Mr. Hill.
H. I. Neely was in Murray Tuesday evening"on business.

Mr and Mrs. P`rank Vaughn. Mr.
and'
Mrs. Muncy Steely and son,
Will Prank, motored over to Mayfield and were guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. OrdWay Hendon to
visit Mrs. Stelly's aunt, Mrs. Logan Carman, and Mr. Carmon.
Miss Ruby Lee Pinkley is in
Bruceton. Tenn., visiting relatives
and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Farmer, Mr.
and Mrs. Pier Newcome, Jimmie
fiat
and Kennith Farmer, and Miss
Lucille °towns, of Caseyville, Ky.,
'spent the week end with Misses
SIR
Jewell and Lavern Hill. Mr. and
Water Plant Progressing
MALCOLM
Mrs. Macon Erwin and Claud AnWork, is progressing rapidly' on
derson
were
also
visitors
during
CAMPBELL!
the Hazel water plant. Foundatioe
the time.
has 'been set for the tank and a
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin were
large ditching machine is at work
Paducah visitors Friday.
making trenches fbr the main line
Miss Eddy Lamb, of Louisville,
pipes. About 30 men are employed
Ky.. Hoyt Lamk and Miis Buron the job.
lene Lamb. of Frankfort, Ky., are
project. The
This is a PWA
in Hazel as the guests of their
Government having furnished $10,mother. Mrs. Jim Lamb,
Mrs. E. B. Treauweeks of Tts- 000 for the work and the town supcaloosa. Ala., was a guest in the plemented this sum with $4,000
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Lamb obtained from bond issues.
recently.
When corripleted the plant will
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McHugh, of provide our people with ample
Cleveland, Ohio, are in Hazel
and dependable supply of water.
the guests of Mrs. McHugh's par- Fire plugs conveniently located
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ed- will be a great protection and
Trar•Less In:. Co. .Nafety 51,7iCe.
wards.
make business men more secure.
Mrs.
Martharia
Melton
and.
The officials of Hazel have workThe driver only has the privilege thinks he's Sir Malcolm Campbell?
of using the streets and highways as That is the fellow who thinks that pdeughter, Jane Ann, of Hodgenss ed tirelessly for-three- years and in
BEAUTY unci PROTECTION
long as he does se in a proper mail- he can do anywhere from 60 to 100 vine, Ky., are in Hazel for a few - their efforts have had the hearty
nee Notwithstanding that this prie- miles an hour on the highway, and 'week's visit with her parents, Mr. cooperation of the citizenship in
Make yoor hitches+ hoots cheerful with
securing this improvement.
s
,
dple is generally recognized, it, very often does. Shouldn't society .ead Mrs. Jake Mayer.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Bomer Jones, Mrs.
seems to be difficult torid the streets demand that such a driver be kept
Seffil"eittaftie
Lightning Freak
and highways of the, careless and out of circulation? The answer to Pearl James Moore, Caton James
1
•Porcelain-Ill.. satin Rnish _
A strange lightning freak ocreckless driver. II seems to be the that question still depend largely and Milstead James left Sunday
•Completely washable
impression, in theory as well as in upon how many think they are cap- morning for a two week's visit in curred at the home of A. C.
practice, that a person should be able of driving at excessive speeds. Akron. Ohio. 'with relatives and UnderwooffS.3 -miles south of Hazel.
You don't tire as quickly in a bright cheery
lougien--tesks are done csecker and with less
permitted to drive as he pleases as People have been heard to say. fel-ends.
Tuesday night: -.1..tallitning hit the
effort. Paint light and happiness
Miss Mildred Miller has gone to wooden bedstead on which Mr.
long as he is able to pay for the "Well, maybe what you say about
41°
31.07
into your kitchen with Sherwininjuries or the damages he causes. speed Is true, but it's different With Detroit, Mich., and while there Underwood was sleeping, bursting
Williams Semi-Lustre—ideal foe
The fellow who, for example, thinks me because I'm a good driver." The will be the guest of her aunt, Mrs. the foot board of the bed and hurlI Ot.
bathroon,laundry,severe
service.
4
he's Napoleon—everyone knows the driver has yet to be found who Boman Clanton.
ing a small fragment of the wood
type—isn't allowed to run loose. Not admits he may be a little under par
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Emerson Jr., into the ceiling above. Neither
.
at all. Even if such a person isn't put at times. Often the more under par and children, Richard and Thomas, Mr. Underwood nor his son, WilFaasoes lot its perfect ooioa!
,
7 ec(aL on SelfePolisising
somewhere to be cured, he is not a driver may happen to be, the more of Tiptonville, Tenn.. were guests burn, who was in the room *Rh
permitted to play around with po- he is likely to think he's a Sir Mal- of their aunt. Mrs. N. G. Hill, and him, experienced any shock. The
tentially dangerous implements.
colm Campbell. People are funny family, Sunday.
entire house was filled with fumes.
But how about the driver who that way.
(100`. pure linseed oil soap) ,
.Coatsey Hill and family, of St. for several minutes after the bolt
. No rubbing, r 3 polish.ng with SAY/
Louis were called to Hazel on ac- struck.
For every cleaning need. Try it.
• Flo-Wax —simply apply—let dry.
Second talk, The Basis of Faith ; Mrs, Will Paschall,
You'Italways use it. Limit of
count of the death of his father,
1 Ras SW Flo-Wax amid '' r
in Onerself. Hurbert Herndon.
Mrs. Allen Flanigan, Mrs. Mar1 pail to a custemerat this 99C
Lon Hill.
• The Meade County Farm Bureau
leveh's wool applicator.
special
pe
price.
5 gi.skis
Third talk. The Cultivation of shall Provine. Mrs. Wayne Ray.
Mrs. Node Maddox, of Murray. is pushing the rural electrification
99c walloit
—
Mrs. Finis Weatherford. Miss Mary
Faith in Self, Royce Jones.
and Mrs. Cattle Lowry. if Paris, project in the county. Mason Smith, Miss Rutiye Lea
After these interesting teak
Get YOUR copy .... NOW!
Malty Paid
Mrs.
Todd.
Miss
Virginia
Provitie.
•
services
were
turned
over to the
w
Home Decorator,
The handy pilnt
at Carlos Griffin, Mrs. Atkins Thompleader. Miss James.
40 pogesin color
for rough work.
,
7,r,,..
115011; - Mrs. Raymond Vaughan.
Bible
quotation.s,.
were,
Red, &own,
given
by
of real tips for
- I"'
a fee -Those, sending gifts were Mrs.
the entire class. .
Greens Block.
• '',), es. hoine-lovers,*Pt
et
1..,.
Charlie Jobe. Mrs. Don RenderBible drill.
$1.57
ply free while
...:
es*
Song—"My Faith, Looks up -te sop, Mrs. Joe Morgan, and Miss
,,,10
v..
0 Gal.
they• lost.
.4
s•
Catherine Ethridge.
Thee."
I
Gray Slate slighdv higner
Prayer, Bradford' Arnistrong.
Restore Worn Floors With
Cleaner, More Affr011ire PO•CIMISI
Len MU
Mrs. Finis Weatherford Honored
'The death of Lon Hill, well
At Pnryear, Tenn.
knewi Hazel citizen. came Monday
Transforms dingy Boors with durable,
These lustrous, rich-toned colon
lustrous Frush, easy to
Mrs. Marshall' Provine and Mrs: evening at about 5:30 o'clock at his
make excellent backNorth Hazel after a long.
clean. Don't risk repair
ground for roonsfurnish- $4.10
Wayne Ray recently' gave a shear
, home in
tn, ll s — use S-W Porch
in's. ()tack drying and
er s•in honor of Mrs. Provine's illness of complications.
I Ot.
Ot.
durable'.
. and Deck Paint.,
daughter, Mrs. Finis Nyeatherford,- Funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon from South Pleasant
at Piwyear.
'9ie honoree recers-ed many loves Grove Methodist church with the
14
,
Rev. J. E. Underwood, of PaduDEX-CLEAR
Att-s'
cah, in charge.
/
The
•afternoon
was
spent
in
Crystal clear Linoleum Varnish.
Mr. kill was a fine man, well
friendly conversation after which
Easy to apply, dries in an hour.
ice gream and cake were served liked by his friends. lie leaves
_ Stays clear. Freshens up color and
to the' guests by Mrs. Ray and his widow, Mrs. Ett Hill and one
r I
pattern. Makes linoleum easier to
son, Coatsey, of St. - Louis, and
Mrs. Provine.
t
clean and makes it last longer.
Those present were -as follows: several brothers and close relai
Mrs. Jim Provine. Mrs. Noble Wil- tives.
quart.... 98c —
son, . Mrs. Gordon Council and
arid Mrs. Will Jones spent
daughter,. Guelda. Mrs. Lois Camp,
Mrs. Don Miller. Mrs. Oscar Bray. the 4th in Paducah. guests of their
Mrs. Bob Morris, Mrs. Bert Jobe, daughter. Mrs. Richard Terrell,
and Mr. TerrelL

im

S
COMMISSIONtR
'
SALE First National Bank 'Murray Kentucky and E. P Phillips, Its
Benet ver,
Plaintiffs,
Vs. Judgment
Paul Rogers. Etal,
Defendants
Calloway Circuit Court
By virtue of a - judgment and
order of sale of the Cellos...its( Circuit Court, rendered at the April
tents thereof, 1936, in the abdve
cause for the purpose of payment
of $683.52 with interest from April
13, 1936, until paid. and costs herein expended. I shall proceed to offer for sale at She court house door
in Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidders at publie-seuetion. on
Monday, the 27th day of July,
1936, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
(same being county court day),
upon a credit of six months, the
following described -property,- being
and lying 'n Callaway County,
Kentucky. tdwit:
Twenty-fiv\1 acres of land

described by beginning eleveri
poles twenty-one and three-tualis
(21 3-105 links West and nineteen
and oiseshalf (191e1 feet North of
the Southeast' corner of the North,
.
east Qr. of Sec. 5, T. I. R. 4. East,
for a beginning point; thence West
Sixty-eight poles, thence North
fifty-ei,ght (56) poles thirieen and
one-halt; (1314) feet, thence List
sixty-eight (58) poles; thence South •
fifty-eight (58) poles twelve and
one-half (121,i) feet to the beginning containing twenty-five 125)
acres.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with up.
-proved seeurities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until
paid. and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.—George S. }lad,
Master Commissioner.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
;scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
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AN ALL GRAIN BEER

Naturally Aged!
Not all beers can claim to be oil
grain — maul-ally aged. Cook's
beer is— there's the reason for
its genuine, wholesome Risser
and good taste. Try it. Order
case today.

Cr,

Mr.
Paducah—Phone 252
Fulton—Phone 534

Cook's Goldblume Co., C.

P. Creedle, Prop., 530

her

N. 5th

COM

F. SL Perdue. Local Distributor
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Porch and Deck Paint
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MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY ,

nemammisimmee

You'll Really Enjoy ...

North Fourth Street
I'hope 3-23on1i; Exclusive Paint and Waligaper Store in Murray
----_

PAINT

HEADQUARTERS

11 0/#8
•

-

Saturday, Dee. 26, 1936

EVERY

IN MURRAY

WEEK END
iN CINCINATTI

See the Following Merchants for Complete Details:

AMUSEMENT PARK
". GIBSON ROOF
Ctriti's Only Sky Cats
"Conej
BOAT 1R/PS
BASE'BALL
-Island Queen"
-Cincinnati Reds
CINCINNATI ZOO
_TAFT MUSEUM

SUMMER OPERA •
At Cincinnati too

_,,
:• &PiLice-zarototi

III

Any Price
Whether you want a big dinner or just snack
vtillfenjdy it more here. Join the crowd that'3
growing rv6ry'day at the—

1000 ROOMS
S.

WITH BATH

$750
or,
f,

AURORA LUNCH

1W PALIANT
Gel Manager

Just across from the PostoffiCe
.J. _C. Calhoun
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

E.S. DIUGUID & SON
WALLIS GROCERY
SUPERIOR LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
JACK & JILL SFIOPPE
JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.
MURRAYPAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
SHROAT BROS.
•

RYAN'S
PORTER MOTOR 'CO.
CORN-AUSTIN CO.
H.It-BAILEY
WALLIS DRUGS
CALLOWAY CO.LBR.CO.
DAY-NITE[INCH
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Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor

home in Hazel on Wednesday
afternoon, July 8.
'there was a beeutiful display of
handwork including tatting more
than a hundred years old, pieces
of handwork made from homespun
flax, and other samples of varied
styles of handwork marking the
changes through the past sixty
years. The latter was the work
of Mrs. Amanda Mason. ?errs. J.
R. Miller Also contributed to the
unusual display.

Phone 338, Please

E
Copy for this ease should be suitailteed-ixot later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.
Mesdames Fox And Inglis
Have Bridge Guests

with roses and snapdragons
" arranged in the rooms.
Cards, conversation, and sewing
were enjoyed.
Present were Mrs. J. R. Chance,
of Chicktsaw, Okla., Mrs. Browning Roberts, of Covington, Ky..
Mrs. J. R. Daffin, of Panama City,
Fla., Mrs. L. B. Sommmers, Homestead, Fla.. Mrs. Kelly Dick, of
Paris. Tenn.
._
Ws. E. L. McFarland, Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Mrs. Herman Doran, Miss
Virginia Hay,,Mrs. A. V. Havens.
Mrs. Will Ed Covington, Mrs.
Herschel
Corn,
Ronald
Mrs.
Churchill, Mrs. Harry Broach, Mrs.
Foreman Graham.
oo
Miss Desiree Beale. Mrs. Jack
Kennedy, Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs.
Zelner Garter, Mrs. Roy Farmer.
••• • •

PAGE THREE

Meat Cuts

Hat
s f
r e6,67aRIThem,
BEEF:CHAgiT4AIN. 411tri

Retallrats*

Wholesale Cuts
meat Loaf Heel of Ramo
— soot. — &Vile GIPP..'•

The hostess, a recent bride, was
presented a lovely table by the
club members. A shower of other
nice gifts were brougiai by others.
Mrs. Melus Linn, prisident, expressed the love and best wishes
of the club in very fitting words.
An ice course with tiny flags
as a decoration was served.

Retalrahrs
noStealt

lt4sAound Bottom

Six Receive Minor
Injuries in Wreck

and coets herein expended, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the
court house door in Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder at
public auction, on Monday. the
Six of eight occupants of two /
cars were injured Monday night,'27th day qf July. 1938. at 1 o'clock
July 7, about 11 p. m., on the or thereabout same being county
Murray-Benton highway, some two court day), upon a credit of an;
months, the following described
miles North of Murray. The two
cars were somewhat demolished property, being and lying in Calloin the collision, but the occupants way County, Kentucky, to-wit;•.
A cereattr thirty-six (38) acre
escaped with only minor injuries
tract being part of the S. W. Qr.
of cuts and bruises.
Those injured and admitted to of Sec. 4, and a part of the N. W.
the Mason Hospital for treatment and N. E. Qrs. of Sec. 9, 1'. 1, R.
were; Mrs. Emma Woodring, Mr. 3 E., bounded by beginning at Rock
and Mrs. Wm. McConnell, of Al- the S. W. corner of tract, it being
ton, 111, and Miss Hurle.Hubbard, where this tract joins the Will
Gordon Phillips and Harold Far- Armstrong lands, thence East one
ley of Murray. Ed Stamps and hundred five (105) poles, a rock,
Mildred Williams received no in- thence North thirty-nine (39) poles,
a Rock, thence West twenty-five
juries in the accident.
(23) poles, a Rock, thence South
seventeen (17) poles and ten (la)
feet to a Rock, thence twenty (20)
poles to a Rock, thence South
thirty-nine (39) poles to the beginning containing thirty-six (38)
acres.
Also ten (10) acres off of the
Calloway Circuit Court
West end of a twenty (20) acre
First Natlonal Bank and E. P.
tract. Conveyed to C. F. Richie by
Phillips, Receiver of the First
P. E. Gream, being a part of the
National Bank,
S. W. Qr. of Sec. 4, T. I, R. 3 E.,
Plaintiffs, See Deed Book No. 2, Page 183.
Vs. Judgment
Also thirteen and one-half acres
C. Z. Cochrum, Audie Cochrum,
(131
/
2) acres to be .taken off of the
Defendants West side of the West half of the
By virtue of a judgment and N. W. Qr. of Sec.
9, T. 1, R. 3 E.
order of sale of the Calloway CirFor the purchase price the purCourt,
cuit
rendered at the April
term thereof, 1938. in the above chaser must execute bond with
cause for the purpose of payment approved securities, bearing
Interest from the day of sale until
of $1123.33 with interest thereon
paid, and having the force and effrom April 8, 1935, $543.10 with infect of a judgment_ Bidders Wail
trest from April 8,, 1935, $114.84
with interest thereon from April be prepared tq comply promptly
with these terms.-George S. lita
8. 1935 until paid and $542.10 with
Master Commissioner.
interest thereon from April 8, 1935

Mrs. William Fox and
Mrs.
Franklin Inglis entertained with a
ery cleverly planned bridge party
Hind Shone
t the home of the laUer, on MonSe••• orS$memape
v
day evening.
Prize for high score went to
Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds and each
Present were Mrs. Run Nix,
guest left with a small package
AollId FlonR Floss Stew
Hazel, Mrs.. Jennie Poyner, of
as a memento of the game.
11.-00t•
SIew —
Millington, Tenn.. Miss Emily
A salad plate was served.
sirloin Slims* Pin lone sirioinsakia
Wear, Mrs. Kit Redden.
Deo./ or Sonora/
Included were Mrs. M. G. CarMiss Ruth cutchin, Mrs. Chas.
man, Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs. WalFarmer, Mayme Randolph, Mrs.
ter Blackburn, Mrs. Wells PurB. G. Humphreys, Mrs. Rob Hicks,
dorn, Mrs. B. F. Yancey.
SteoR
of Hazel.
Flank StriaeFlong
Fillets
Mrs. ;oe Lovett, Mrs. Will Ed
Mrs. J. K. Wallis, Mrs. Myrtle
era's.
Porterhouse T Bone
Ctub
Stec it
Stec lit
Covington,'Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.,
Osborne, of Hazel, Miss Lula ClayMINIM
arvil or Pantewl
Miss Margaret Tandy, Mrs. Nat
ton Beale. Mrs. R. 31. Pollard,
4yan Hughes, Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
Mrs. C. D. Paschall.
vs)fdrs. Chas. Hire, Mrs. 0, D. EdMrs. Solon Higgins, Mrs. Cisee.
monds, Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs. M. E. Missionary Society
Denham, Mrs. Geo. Hart, Mrs. E.
Plot*
nolled
snort
Rosmer McGavern, Miss Beatrice
P. Phillips, Mrs. L. E. Owen.
Met Tuesday
Ribs
SoElWeBes4 Plater
Frye, Mrs. Price
Mrs. Lois Miller, Mrs. L. D. Hale,
S mon.'or 01,
040
Doyle, Mrs.
The
meeting
of
Alice
July
the
Jonah Gibson.
Mrs. Polly Keys, Miss Mary ShipWaters Missionary Society met ley, Mrs. C. H. Moore.
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth had her Tuesday - afternoon at tt M. E. 'Mrs. Dana Moore. of San Antonia, Tex., Mrs. Jack Beale, Mrs.
neighbors as griests in her home church.
Baff Brisket Corned Beef
A patriotic program was given Fannie Williams,
Mrs. J. Riley
Thursday afternoon to meet Mrs.
Simmer
W. A Leighty and Mrs. E. C. by Circle No. '2. Red roses and Miller. Hazel, Mrs. Tom Morris.
Moo* Stsall Blode Pot.ROOSt
flags lent an appropriate suggestion
Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Mrs. J. D.
Hoeman.
The
room.
to
the
pleasing
numLinn,
Melus
Sexton,
Mrs.
0.
Mrs.
Included
were
Mrs. W. A.
J. Jennings, Mrs. Bryan, Langston.
Leighty. Mrs. E. C. Hoernan. Mrs. bers were given as follows:
America.
.
The August meeting -will be with
W. H. Fox, Mrs. Franklin Inglis,
KnuCIII•SOvall0fle ObetClitS/Kmas
Reading. Miss Rebecca Robert- Mrs. 0. J. Jennings. Imported
Mrs. Jonah Gibson.
Se.por Iroise
handwork will be shown.
Mrs. Will Ed Sovington, Mrs. son.
• • • • •
Talk. "Work in China," Mrs. C.
Roy Stewart. Mrs. Wells Purdom,
Mrs. E. J. Beale is having the
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Kelly A. Hale.
Vocal Solo, "America the Beau- second of a series of parties at her
Dick.
IPP!
tiful," Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
home Friday evening.
Arm ;tenant
Arm St.**
• • •••
Mrs. W. J. Mecoy who has been
Birthday Dinner For
Roiled Neck Boneless Hack
Pro,s•
giving a course on 'Bible Women'.
Iroae or Seem —
Miss Desiree Beale and Mrs.
Mrs. Chas. Cagle •
reviewed the 'Book of Ruth'.
Jack Kennedy have issued invitaMrs. Charley Cagle, who lives
The circle meeting will be held tions to friends for parties on
near Bell City, was honored on as follows:
Every housewife is confronted with the three. with many of the possibilities offered by beef,
Friday
Thursday evening
and
if
her birthday Sunday when more
No. I-At the hEime: of Mrs. N. afternoon.
a-day question of variety in the meals she nerves. you are one of those whose use of beef is limited
to a
•••
than 100 relatives and friends P. Hutson. Assisting host, Mrs. W.
In beef we become addicted to roasts or steaks roast or a steak, the chart given above
will be invalgathered at her home and brought J. Caplinger.
and forget all -about the other good beef tuts uable in learning to identify and locate the many
The Delta Department of the
food for a delightful and substanwhich will give pleasing variation and be easy on retail cuts of beef. The chart will show you at a
No. 2-At home of Mrs. 0. J. Woman's Club is having a lunchtial dinner.'
the pocketbook, too. Perhaps our trouble lies in the glance Just how each one should be cooked.
Jennings. Hosts. Mrs. B. W. Spire, en at the home of Mrs. Foreman
Grand for summer beYou
Among those ham Calloway and Mrs. Sam Yongue.
fact that we are not as famiiiar as we should be will want to preserve this chart for ready reference.
Graham today.
cause they're cool ... beeqynty who,attended were Mr. and
No. 3-At the home of Mrs. Ben
cause they're comfortaMrs. George Miller. Mr. and 'Mrs. Davis with Mrs. Joe Ryan assist- . A number of persons enjoyed an
Clesta Parish. Paducah, is visit- pulpit at Pleasant Grove Sunday
ble, and because they're
Jeff Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mill- ing host.
informal open-air -concert. given
ing Mrs. Heneretta -Jones.
morning in place of the pastor:as refreshing as at ocean
er, and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Miller.
Young People-At home of Mrs. by the college band Wednesday
Mis.; Hattie Andrus, of Paducah, Bro. Dunn, who last week assist••• • •
breeze 5'
Roy Farmer, assisting host, Mrs. evening. The band this year is
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Edwards and Miss Vernelt Mathis. of Big ed him in a revival near Sedalia..
Mrs. Geo. Hart Entertains To,
Garnett Jones.
one of the best summer orgaMzaThin, Cool, Vaporous
Shannon Webb, Detroit. who is
spent the week-end in Almo with Sandy. Tenn.. spent the week end
Out Of Town Guests
tiOns Mr. Fox has turned out.
visiting his mother, Mrs. J. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Edwards. Mr. with'Mrs. HenirettaaJones.
• • • ••
Mrs. 3. W. Denham Receives
Mrs. Geo. Hart entertained at
and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis spent
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Starks, of Orr, and Mr. Orr was present at
Friends In Home
Mrs Nat Ryan Hughes was host
her home Thursday afternoon in
Sunday with Boyd Bizzel east of 'Memphis. Tenn., spent the week the Sunday morning .church serWednesday
A
club.
bridge
to
the
compliment to several out of town
Almo. •
Mrs. J. Wheeler Denham was profusion
end with Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie vices. Mrs. Wilson, formerly, Miss
of beautiful Summer
Mary Erwin, and Miss Gene
akeuests.
host to the Arts and Crafts Club flowers added color to the ocMrs. Ralph McDaniel is on the HoplIttne.-C. A.
Briensburg, Detroit, and Mr. and
The rooms were most attractive and several oilier friends at her
casion. A lovely salad plate was sick list at this writing.
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, of Paducah,
served.
Mr. arid Mrs. 'Wes BriiivicliVre
also attended the services.
Mrs. Will Whitnell won the high got their new home almost comThe Rev. K. G. Dunn will preach
score- prize. Mrs. Ben Davis. Mrs. pleted and are moving in.
•
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
W. T. Sledd. Jr. Mrs. Eugene
Hayden
Walston. of Corinth,
Last Monday afternoon. Mrs. Ina Armstrong -Sunday, July 3, at 3
Hughes and Miss Elizabeth Lovett Miss., spent the 4th at home.
[Nesbitt and Mrs. C. B. Smith visit- this and all the religious services
were visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Grearn spent ed their friend; Mrs. Lina Hart p. m. Everyone invited to attend
Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs. whot was reported ill at her daugh- held in this community.Tom Swift at Hardin.
ter's home in Lynn Grove.
We are so thankful for the good
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Diggs of services and the interest manifestdaughter of St. Louis, spent the Rush' Springs. Okla., arrived in ed.
Patients admitted to the Mason week end with Mr. and Mrs. Ever- Kentucky Monday to spend a few
Mrs. K:
Dunn, teacher of the
Hospital the past week are as fol- ett Cleaver. Miss Inez Cleaver re- dr0 in
visiting relatives and laides' class
here, stressed the imlows:
turned home with them.
friends. J. S. Smotherman is an portance
of prayer and guidance
Walter Hendricks White. CamMr. and Mrs. Pat Mathis. of Cor- uncle. EnrouteThere they spent a
by the Holy Spirit.
den. Tenn.; Miss Mary Easley. inth, Miss., is visiting Mr. and few days in Texas at the centenParents, was not the little girl
Murray; Master Louis Jackson, Mrs. Jesse Mathis.
nial and saw many wonderful exHardin; Miss Florene Wallace, GolAllen Reed, of Conway Ark.. hibits and visited relatives in making a fine statement for Jesus.
den Pond, Ky.; J. C. Ryan. Cam- spent last week with Mr. ad Mrs. Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, and when she said: "Mother said ball
games shouldn't be played on Sunden, Tenn.; Miss Alma Hurle Hub- Horace Walsttin,
Tennessee.
WEST MAIN
day."
bard, Murray; Harold Farley, MurMrs. Ann Bouland. son 'Marvin,
Dick Langston and daughters of
Nations! Hotel Building
McConnell,
Alton. and daughters, Mollie, Alice, and Paducah, were week end visitors
ray; Mrs. Wrp.
Read the Classified Column.
Ill.; William McConnell, Alton, Ethel and niece, Mary Bouland. of with his mother and brother, Tom
Ill.; Mrs. Emma Woodring. Alton, Brewers, • visited Mr. and Mrs. Langston. and other relatives. Mrs.
Miss Gatha Duffel, McKinnon, Horace Walston Sunday afternoon.' McCure and the other daughter
Tenn.; Gordon Phillips, Murray;
Miss Polly Wilson, of -(irksey, with their children remained for
Mrs. Evadona Sykes Jones. Mur- spent Sunday with Miss Sarah An- several,ydays visit with relatives
Myrtle S. Chase
ray; Frank Rogers, Mayfield.
drus,
21 Southwest Avenue
before returning to their homes in
Jamestown, N. H.
Patients dismissed from the MaStaford Cuidt, Corinth, Miss., Paducah.
itylo A
son Hospital the past week:
spent the week end at home.
The Rev, J. D. Wilford filled the
RUTH J. SIMMONS
Velda Dungey, Barlow; L. A.
tillirm..fift. 3. Xrotbiughasis
Richerson, Murray; Mrs. Wilma
GUSHING{ ACADSMY
1533 telteriau kbe.
Wollard. Sunnyside, N. Y.; Master
ASHSURNHAM, MASSACHUSSTTS
iirgn Ardor, rinnsulaanis
Louis Jackson, Hardin; Conley A.
Style
1117140 C
Forsythe. Paducah; Walter
H.
White. Camden, Tenn.; Mrs. Cecil
Matheny, Big Sandy, Tenn.; \Vestal
Boggess. Almo; Harmond Smith,
Hymon; Miss Gladys Linn, Almo;
Mrs. 11rank Colson, Golden Pond;
.
Mist'Nur
.
I,efisibbatd. Murray.

*

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

1%itiitre

Summer Styles
to Tempt You -

ER
e all
I foe
svor
er •

N. 5th

TEM

4

Is:

Knits, Sheers, Laces,
Nets

nexter News -

Bradley and Snyder
SUMMER KNITS,
COATS and
DRESSES
$10.95 to $19.95
values

S. Pleasant Grove

COOL OFF with

REDUCED
One - Fourth

Hospital News !-

The Regal
Dress Shop

Gold Bloom

VITA I- FRESH

ORANGE DRINK

6c

WHY SUFFER
WITH HEAT?

Madison county farmers 'are interested in establishing a chess
factory at Richmond.

City Consumers Co.
Paducah,

Kentucky

am closing out the Basement
change it to other business.

Shirts Carefully,
Hand-Finished
Men appreciate the • expert
care with which we launder
and iron shirts. It's an art. And
we are renowned for this art.
Send them to the MURRAY
LAUNDRY. We use rain-soft
water.

Murray Laundry

Dem

-

Lots of people owe me on accounts for tilercliudise I sold them for accommodation, as no
one sells on credit now except to accommodate
their trade. Still lots of them do not appreciate.it
enough to come in and pay as promptly as they
• should.

100 Double Sheets
and 100 Envelopes

T.0. Turner

er

95
Usually 82.00

This offer of double quantity and low price is for this montlyonly
Offering for the fimi time—an innovation in smart personal
stationery. This beautiful granite sheet may also be had in white
or ivory. Check your Choice of color combination below to suit
....your individual taste.
" •
THE LEDGER & TIMES,
L Murray, Kentucky

Nam:

lox:9y
.

As.

„

. - ewe.

Boxes Printed Stationery.
4
, VIM '

Address
City cmd State
••••••
Colors of Ink 0 Blue • 4 El Brown
Olisd
Colors of Paper 0 White
0 Ivory
•_Clezranitis
Style of Type 0 A 0 B
C 0 Double Sheets In Single Sheets
0Charge. ,j;] Cash 0 Check or Money..9rder 0 No. C. 0.

WITHOUT C• REDIT PROGRESS IS RETARDED,
AND WITH CREDIT ABUSED, ALL
,PROGRESS IS RETARDED

•••‘

;gan—Sittp
.

206 Single Sheets or

Department, and

1
THREE MONTHS to wear Summer Clothing.
Come to the Sale NOW and supply your needs.
Good crops, Boma and AAA refund makes
many more able to buy, and I hope to pay; so if
you owe me, won't you come now and help me
- out. I. MUST HAVE MONEY NOW!

it. M. POLLARD, Manager
TELEPHONE 303

ramie

The Basement is the One Cool Spot in
Murray. Ciente iinci Seel
I must raise money to meet my tmations.
I
oE"
•

including tax
The Drink with the
Fresh Orange Taste!

s/
1
2,47!

,

•.-

•

1.1

7
•

b.
••••••••/

•
4

a

4

rAGE FOUR
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THE LEDGER:&
-••••••••••

Not So Long Ago
July, 1906
Murray Ledger

Billie Irvan dies near Wades-1 Bain Baru:m*1U pressing Web,
bora, Leaves sons, Jee, Ethan and lishment to Edgar Clutlanci.
Harry and daughters. Mrs. John r
"A soft answer turneth away
Belcher. Ahno .Mrs. Clay Beale, wrath- but it won't save your foes
-Psturriv, Mrs Hampton ones, Mar- if the other fellow is a good ha,
tin and Misses Jessie and Willie ter.
Is van
Dr. R. S. Coleman. formerly of
Dr J. T. Ginglee Kirksey, visit- Murray, dies at home.
ed his daughter Mrs. M. T. MorMrs. Mary Linn dies at age of
ris this week.
88. Leaves daughters.: Mrs. W 0.
Mrs. Sarah Harris dies at 78 it Wear, Misses Jane and Alio, and
isms Judge Linn and B. B. Linn.
home at Harris Grove.

-Mrs. E. G. Holland attends commencement exercises for daughter
Batas Mamie in Nashville.
1
D. E. Booker begins school at
Gunter's Flat.

•

•

Miss Cappie Beale opens school
Farewell meeting for Miss Alice
Dr. H. A. Myers goes to Washraters befote her leaving for at Utterback.
ington, D. C.. Where he receives
ina. Addresses by Mrs. 0. J
Charles Aycock. Missouri, visits a government appointment.
nings. E P. Phillips, A. J. G
brother George Aycock.
and the pastor.
J. Cal litunphreys dies at home
PS In Farmington.

September 1906

BY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

'$5000 'F.(4;441164t114

FTIlg
C)INCI

5000

$

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky

ofigitrr.
-

Nobody Snared* to have autooaobile
occident*.
The trouble is not enough people
ntend NOT to.
The whole point is, danger is interest.
ng;and safetris rather dell.
I've often said that the ream we
Hardin Morris goes to New Mex- save wars isithat wars are entertaining,
while peace is just blab,
ico for health.
1,,. We will never have peace until we
George Williams, 30 years of an finiWwaye_to make it as thrilling as
. ear.. /Peace games, contests. Parades,
she. dies neat HIpod.
aurae, travel, etc.
'-rave while all rightfor many peoBishop H. C.-Morrison,. Binningple, happens to disagree with me. Yet
hare, is frs Murray to dedicate the
.1 used to be always yielding to the
iist Methodist.church.
.emptat Lon to drink it. Finally I wrote
i note to Mrs. Herold: ''I'll give you
Nat Ryan thanks the following 150 the next time I drink coffee."
for their payments for the First ...'offee doesn't tempt me any more
Methodist church: B. F. .Schroeder. I've got a bet on myself. rve made it
W. E. Marberrit, 0. J. Jennings. imitang NOT to drink it.
Somehow, each gi us has got to
A. J. Beale Jr., Joe Ryan. Noah
nake careful driving exciting, each for
Gilbert, M. T. Morris. A. B. Beale, iimsel.f.
Maybe we ought to make
Miss Rennie Rowlett, 'Barber Mca
Eirath. J. G. Gwen, S. H. Dees,
E. S. Diuguid. W. T. Siedd, Genie
Erwur George "MeLarin.

DEPOSITS INSURED

.Most persons who purchase an insurance Tcontract (policy) put it away in. a place of safe-keep-Mg-for-its life of a year oreiore.
• But with this agency, the writing of your polus it
icy-is just the beginning of our service.
is a living thing for its entire life.

WO

Anyone can hind you a written . contract to
reimburse you in event of loss but it' is what stands
behind that.contract- in the way off resources and
service that make it valuable.
Not only de we represent reliable companies,
but our service is continuo4s4i in operation to retduce your hazards,and consequently your rates
and, in event of loss, to milge prompt settlement.

Frazee&Melugin
-GATLIN BUILDING

MURRAY, KY.

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"

NOT

Y 43, 1936

Waal

Shady-Hill News

lioe 4th of July was celebrated
George 'Gatlin leaves for Leba- by some going' to Backusburg,
non. Tenn., to enter college.
Pine Bluff, Aurora while others
spent the day at home.
leaves
for
HopCarlisle Cutehin
Large audiences attended church
kinsville to enter South Kentucky
Sunday morning and night at PalCollege.-estine. A children's day program
Jim Cole returns from Arkansas was given Sunday morning. The
where he has been travelling for Rev. E. V. Underhill filled his regular appointment.
the J. Ea.. Rowlett Tobacco Co.
Edward Lee carried a truck load
' Maa. Clay Beale returns from a to Aurora for a swim Sunday
afternoon.
visit to Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jones had
'cede Burks. North of Murray. as their guests Sunday. Mi. and
/loses tobacco crop in barn fire.
Mrs. Victor Jones, Madeline and
Katie of Mayfield.
Mrs. Clay Beale returns from a
Mary and .Bobby Jones spent the
s'isit to Paducah.
past week with Mr. and hirs... Rex
Anderson. of Hardin.
Beckham Diuguid is the proud' Hilda Jones spent Tuesday night
father of a son born on the 14th. - with Lois Goodwin. They visited
Laura Jones who is attending
. R. Macon Hamlin, New Concord. college. Thursday and Friday—.
left this week for Stephens, Ark.
The Palestine Missionary Society
meets Saturday, July It. in the
Charles Moore accepts job as home of Mrs. Solis Goodwin's.
bookkeeper with the Covington Mrs. Goodwin is president. The
Bros. Co., Paducah.
date of the regula; meeting was
postponed on account of quarterly
Murray hotnes were burglarized meeting July 4.
during the circus parade of WalMr. and Mrs. Claud Collins and
lace shows including those of Dr. family. of Paducah, visited Tont
T M. Graves. J. D. Sexton, Asher Collins Sunday.
Graham, and T. V. Rowlett.
Everett Brandenburg, of lAstit
T. J. Holcomb, the produce man, county. sold 60 2-pound fryers last
has located: in the Whitnel ware- month at 25 cents a pound.
house.
A total of 1.339 quarts of meat
Aunt Polly Thurman dies in have been canned by Davies., counEastern part of the county at the ty homemakers.
age of 75 years.

FOR SALE—Mare Mule and Colt.
See Lloyal Farmer. Almo, Route
ltp
2.
FOR SALE—practically new Holton
Trombone, case and cover. Eugene
Boyd, Ledger & Times office. tf

LOST—a large wagon sheet between Pottertown and ,Pine Bluff
Saturday night, July 4. Reward
for return. American Legion. ltc
FOR SALE—Cut Flowers. Gladiolas 50 cets, per dozen. Mrs. I. T.
Crawford, Murray, Ky., R. 6. 330p
FOR RENT-6 room house, steam
heat. Near College campus. J
tfc
G. Glasgow.
LOST—Licenses Tag T12-254 between Coldwater, Murray by way
of Lynn Grove Return to Ralph
ltp
Churchill oil County Clerk
FOR SALE—dozen porch columns.
See them at Murray Lumber Co. lc
FOR SALE-2nd hand ice boxes
and refrigerators. Reconditioned.
$2 up. See Ralph Churchill. J9p
FOR RENT—two furnished rooms,
407 South sixth. See H. B.
Arnold.
ltp
FOR SALE—Good, seasoned well
curbing. See L. F. Thurmond. ltc

Tents. Awnings. Truck Covers,
Tarpaulins. Swings and Gliders
recovered. Paducah Tent and
We want, to thank our many Awning Co.. 118 Broadway, PaduJ23p
friends and neighbors for their cah, Kentucky.
kindness and sympathy during the FOR SALE--Jersey cow, 5 years
sickness and death of our dear old, good milker, and 2 weeks ohl
daughter and we pray that God's calf F. S. Diuguid Jr.
ltc
blessings be with them all in
their time of trouble.
WANTED—Stenographer for part
—Mrs. Arias Cobb and Family time wark. State age, qualifications, experience and salaryexJefferson county fruit growers pected in owe: handwriting. Adfound that trees sprayed last year dress all cordmunacations to Desk
B, Ledger & Times.
.118c
bloomed heavily this season.

Calloway Medical Society meets
Took C.ardui
with the following names: J. G.
When Weak, Nervous
Hart.- De. Will Mason Jr.. Dr. W.
say enough for Candid. if
can't
H. Graves. Dr. E
Curti Dr. E. "I
D. Covington. Dr. C. 0. Gingles, I talked in day," enthuidastioalli
writes Mrs. L. H. Caldwell, of Statedand Dr. Newton Evans.
vale, N. C. "I have used Candid et
intervals for twenty-five years." she
Sam Barlow returns from Ten- adds. "My trouble In the beaenning
nessee and Watkins Products.
was weakness and nervousness. I
read of Cardui in a newspaper and
BiLfeitcr
Ha
Jettean falls from decided right then to try it. It seemed
Wore I had taken half a battle of
horse and breaks arm.
Cardui I was stronger and was moon
and around."
Joe Whitriell is confined to his up
Thousands of woman tester Card II banbed with typhoid fever.
If It does not benefit TM,
•
flied them

Lady

FOR SALE—Piano, Dining room
and bed room furniture. If inltp
terested call 244.

FOR SALE-75 Barred Rock pullets, weigh 3 to 4 lbs„ 75c each.
See me at once. College Crest
ltp
Hatchery.

bets with .our wives or somebody on
our careful driving.
We have got to get excited about
NOT having accidents.
It might be a good thing if -everybody drove slowly around his block
before starting anywhere in his car,
just making up his mind NOT to have
an accident on that trip.
What this country needs is one hundred million people with the firm intention NOT to have automobile accidents. It is the only way to lick our
appalling automobile accident toll. We
could cut our million accidents a -ear
into a hall =Ikon IF WE WANTED
TO.
One way is to decide to be something
of a nut on safety. When we remember
that in the last 10 years more than
290,000 persons have been killed, and
between eight and ten million have
been injured in automobile accidents,
according to records compiled by T,he
Travelers Insurance Company, we
have to admit we ought to do something
about driving and walking carefully,

i
An Insurance Contract
:.. is a Living Thing With This Agency

N, J

PAVED WITII NO INTENTIONS

L

The management of even a small estate is no
easy matter—particularly to a woman who has
had small experience in the conduct of business afirs. Safeguard your family. Consult with us
about a trust NOW—it will provide security for
your loved ones.

•

mean T
331beutirc,
yu
ouitwitil
to }lave
ide
lt
an
this accident, .244 artl

C. C. Hughes returns from trip
Jack Beale Jr.. is home from
visits to Arkansas where he sot* for. J. traveling trip to Missouri and
D. Rowlett Co. ia
Arkansas.
•
Torn Banks and Luther Groh=
.Pool begins- buildings for
Mrs. May Jetton returns from a
Otearge Downs and Warren Swann. pain to open clothing business:.
visit in Nashville.

Who Will Steer the
Family Ship
When You are one?

•

ay Ipon Herold

Charley Head of Paris
relatives,in Murray.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Coloration

TIIURSI)AY A

1-NNUT4 SAFETY TALKS

i

broken

Otley Farley sustains
arm in fall from buggy.

ENTUC

14-

Cardt.of Thanks

' Eight carloads of complete vegetable fertilizer have been bought
by Harlan county farmers.
R. J. Yates baled 5 tons of alfalfa
hay from three acres seeded last
fall.

LOST—Los Angeles County Deputy
sheriff's badge No. S-171. Return
to Pale & Stubblefield.
lip
FOR RENT or SALE-5 room
house with basement, on S. 14th
at.. Murray, near College. See
Geo. Hart at Bank of Murray. ltp

SEE-YE. SEE-YE!

CAR
USED
qh.€

et/1EBARGAINSYEAR!
With The 0. K.That Counts
An uncomparable selection at
unexcelled prices.
We have merchants tickets for the
FREE CAR

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

•••
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FARMERS BANK OF HAZEL
of Hazel, in the State of Kentucky, at the close of
business on June 30, 1936

dai
jael

ASSETS

WC

Cash, balances with other banks, and cash
$85,076.47
items in process of collection
United States-Government obligations,
5,700.00
direct and fully guaranteed
6,200.00
Other bonds, notes, and debentures
, _ I:),52
03
5..2129
Loans and Discciunta.,
i
.;
Overdrafts
Banking House Owned $2,500;*
3,025.00
Furniture and fixtures $525.00
Other real estate owned, including
- - 8;532.90
$8,532.90 of farmland

bu

pit
br
str
vi

Is
soi

to
H(

;109,062.78

TOTAL

da

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

TC

le,
it:

Deposits of individuals, partnerships, corporations:
$46,996:79
Demand deposits
46,174.52
Other time deposits
TOTAL DEPOSITS
s $93,171.31
None=
Mortgages or other obligations
Billsjpayable, rediscounts, and other
None
liabilities for borrowed money
Capital stock and capital
$15,000.00
note and debentures
891.47
Undivided profits
15,891.47
Total capital account

a

TI
Is,

in
Is
If
11
is

S.

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL. $109,062.78

ft

'
On June 30, 1136, the required legal reserve against
deposits or this bank was $4,674.94. - Assets reported
above which were eligible as legal reserve amounttd to
$40,776.47.

110

Pi

This bank's capital is represented by $15,000.00 sold
to public; 150 shares common stock, par $100.00 Per
share. -

a

I, W. H. Miller, cashier of the abilve named bank, do.
solemnly swear that the aboive statement is true, and that
the SCHEDULES or the back of this report fully and correctly represent the-true state of the several-matters herein contained and set forth, to the best of oar knowriedge
and belief.—W. H. Miller, cashier.
—C. F. Page, H. F. Rose, J. R. Miller, Director* Al
STATE OF KENTUCKY.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7th day of July. 1936, and
I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this bank.—J. M.
Marshall, Noiney Public. myTeomfnission expires Jan. 30, 11038.

•

SPOTLESS TOWN!
Men and women who live in spotless homes
always especially appreciate the Brown-this
small city of transient homcs that really it a
"spotless town." When you arrive, notice the
cleanliness of everything-the lobbies,the resetaurants,the bed rooms. More than ever, you'll
then appreciate The Brown!

THE BROWN HOTEL
LOUtfYIU.S
.••••• 1.1••••••

(Incorporated)
PHONE 97

No pretense there, nor show, t
No fleeting pleasures to distrust,
No fear of age and loss, •••
In every life there are story days
No envy, vain desires, regrets,
And times of dark despair,
But gold without all droes.
When castles fall in the cruel
winds
No sickness, payartg nor pain
And the sun shines thru nowhere,
sighs,
No 'loneliness
likes
to
one
that
days
It is such
No moving vans or funeral trains
think
And no more sad good byes.
Of a future land of bliss
if some morning I awake
So
life
Where all the joys are In that
home on that last shore,
At
That we have wished in this.
I would not have my loved ones
grieve .
,
No struggles there for wealth or
For my river crossing's o'er.
fame
—The Chatterbox
No classes—high and low,
No insincerity nor sham

Consolation

WEST MAIN

CionanIt a physician.

•••

4

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
V.....
RYAN'S Policy Beginning Sat., July II, Will Be STRICTLY CASH
After much serious thought and consideration we have come to the final and conclusive decision that we must make RYAN'S a strictly cash store.
Therefore, beginning SATURDAY, JULY 11, we go on a strictly cash basis and it will avoid any misunder standing or embarrassment on the part of both of us for
none of our patrons to expect goods to be charged.
Everyone knows how conditions have changed and the economies of cash selling will enable us to sell cheaper than,before.
During this store's 57 years of service to the people of Calloway County it has always been its policy to treat everyone as courteously and nearly alike as possible.,,
Our new policy has been arrived at not only because we know it is better fgr ourselves but also believe it is better and fairer to each and all of our patrons.
No exceptions can be made under any circumstances and we trust we will have your cooperation in thiachange.
, ;

RYAN SONS COMPANY

"Satisfaction Since 1880"
0.4
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TIM LEDGER

•
Joe MontgreruirY, of c°nead' Grove community.
. Eldius Trevathan, of the county,
." Mr. and 'Mrs. 0: F. Perdue and Hill is a reporter for the Nashville.
was treated at the Clinic Hospital
Mrs. Erwin 'Wolfe, of MaY7ie1d,
...I received treatment at the
SUNDAY
DINNER
children, Edna Jeanne and Rose Tennessean.
is visiting friends an,d relatives lii
Hospital Tuesday July 4 for • broken arm.
Clinic
Houston
Mails, of Paducah, spend the week
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Miller and
night for a dislocated shoulder.
The 4-months-old baby of MY. Murray this week.
end in the city visitilig relatives.
baby will return Monday from a
and daughter, and Mrs. Rue' Clark is quite ill.
Mrs. E. E. ktalls and son. JohnRay
Everet
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Nashville,
and
in
visit
two weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Vasseur
Mr. and Mrs. Niel .Campbell, ny Wayne, Mrs. Erwin Wolfe; Mrs.
spent
PAGE
Louis,
By
,,Mo.,
St.
ANN
of
Thyralee,
C.
son, D. C. Vasseur, of Evanaville. and fake Junalaski, N.
Ind Detroit, Mich., visited Mr. and Alma Stalls and daughter, Mary
Ars, brings Child Health Ny the Fourth visiting relatives
Ind., visited Mr. and Mrs. Lawton
George Buchanan, of HYTlien, Ly± and reminds as that chil4f.'11 friend in and near the city. Mrs. Mrs. Horace Parks and Mr. and Sue, and Willard Boren. of Model,
over the week end.
was admitted to 'the Keys-Houston tied plenty of milk, fruits ad ',gee Ray returned to her home Sunday Mrs. Fred Phillips over the week Tenn., spent -Monday with Mn. N.
last week end. They also visited Lamb
If you have visitors of whom
Mr. an4. Mrs. Melton Ruffin, of Clinic Hospital Sunday for an ap- Wiles supplemented by egpaatid meat, evening.
thee Old Kentucky Horne at BardsThyralee will remain end. The Campbells experienced D. Washburn, North Sixth street.
**Peals apd bread and a modest amount
they
your are not ashamed, please
town, and Lincoln's Memorial at Evansville. Ind., visited Mr. and pendectomy.
Otis Brown, of New Cqsword,
of moils.
here for a month's visit with her a rather funny happeuong as
report them for tists column.
Paducah-Brookport was treated at the Clinic Hospital
the
On the whole, Ott season and mars grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wale crcissed
Mr. J. B. Hendricks of Fort
Mrs. Lawton Lamb on the 4th of
Hodgenville.
have
or
buy
to
easy
fairly
Wert, FIsirida. is visiting his sis- ken,mad• it
bridge into Kentucky, the auto July 4 for a badly lacerated finger.
ter Evans and Mr. Tobe Ray.
Miss Lucile Clark visited rela- July.
iti,11c, cheese, butter, eggs, fruits and
Homer Miller of radio which was playing burst
Miss Edna Mae Crotchett, of
Miss Ruth Parker has returned ter. Mrs. W. T. Chester and also vegetables. Fresh fish, however, is •
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Acree, Mr. tives of Almo Route 2 over the
Mr. and
hefts( value this week than most meat Lexington. Ky., spent the week forth in song about the middle of Smithland, spent the 4th of July
to Memphis after spending several relatives in Mayfield.
and Mrs. Otis Sthele and chil- week end.
is the diet.
Mrs. Modena Chester, of Wash- cute and it is just as good
their the bridge with "My Old Ken- visiting with her brother, Howard
the guest of her brother,
dren. of Model. Teiin.. attended
If cooked and served differently one end of July 4 at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Rob Mason were days as
church at Pleasant Valley last in Nashville. on business the latter Joe T. Parker, and Mrs. Parker, ington, D. C., is a house guest of does not gel.tired of ash any more
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Grover Mill- tucky Home" Mrs. Campbell said Crotchett, and also was the guest
that of meg!. Chuck of beef and veal er and Mr. and !Ars. Alvis Jones it made one feel a warm welcome of Miss Inez Brewer.
Kr. and Mrs. W. T. Chester.
West Poplar.
Sunday and hear Bro. Pogue part of the week.
Ste perhaps the best meat value.
hear those melodious strains
preach. They were dinner guests
Pearson and -Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cathcart,
R.
S.
Mrs.
and
-Mr.
Asparagus, spinach, green beans. of Lynn Grove. Mrs. Miller will to
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom
Roy Kelso, Mr. and '
toured into the Happy
Mrs.
and
they
while
as
Mr.
are
and
carrots
beets
visit
°Mons,
weeks
peas,
few
a
for
of W. T. Steele's and attended the
stay
Nashville,
Stephen,
Hugh
spent the week end in Mayfield son
Johnnie Jones and daughter, plentiful. Bananas are inexpeneive
Mr. Miller left Sunday to return to Hunting grounds.
funeral services for Mr. Garrison
spent the week-end with Mrs.
Tenn..
food
excellent
an
are
ripe
and
when
famseveral
on
and were included
Beatrice Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fritzs, of
his studies, as he is a student of
held from the Blood River Baptist
Pearson's parents. Mr. and Winnie Lou. Miss
for children.
ily parties for out of town guests. Mrs.
Hare •re three menus planned for the University of Kentucky where Bellyille, Ill., were week end guests
Church Sunday afternoon.
Fifth and Wilburn Lewis visited Mr.
North
Wear,
P.
Hugh
Mrs.
Bernard Whitnell. of Evansville,
and Mrs. Robert Lewis in Hazel different budget levels.
of Mr. and Mrs. Edd Walker and
he will graduate in August.
street. Mrs. Pearson and Hugh
Mrs. Eubert Parker and little Ind., spent the week end here.
Sunday.
Miss Thelma Ross was treated Mr. and Mrs. Elbra Lyons.
'Dine,
Low CoStephen will remain for a week's
daughter of Ringgold. La.. are exMrs. Evadna Sykes Jones was
Mrs. Lizzie Braghion, of Model,
Hobbs Stewart, little daughter visit.
at the Clinic Hospital one night
Chock Steak with Onions '
pected to arrive the last of this
admitted to the William Mason Creamed Potatoes Stowed Tametd011 fast Week for a broken and diislo- Teen.. were guests of Mr and Mrs.
,of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stewart, is
week fos a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. EwIn Workman, Memorial Hospital Tuesday for
Bread and Butter
Edd Walker and Mr. and Mrs.
visiting relatives in Wickliffe.
cated toe.
Banana Betty'
Long Beach, Calif., are visiting surgery.
4. Mr. and Mrs. John Rowlett will
Mrs. Bruce Overbey, of Elbra Lyons the first of the week.
Milk
and
Mr.
Coffee
or
Madge Patterson, Miss
Tea
Miss
relatives in Calloway county this
build a home on West Poplar.
Toy Lee Barnett, five years old,
Mrs. Tom Turner, Jr., and little
Detroit, Mich, arrived In Murray
Barbara Diuguid, Pogue Outland,
Dilutes
Medium
week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Shell are
celebrated his birthday at the home
spend a few days with daughter. are visiting relatives
to
4
July
Frank Kirk will leave FriEd
and
Giblet Grimy
Roast
John I. Ross is home from De- of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
planning on building an attractive
the former's mother, Mrs. B. S. in Dawson Springs this week.
day for Prattville, Ala., to visit
Green Peas
Boiled Rice
troit, Mich., visiting his parents Tom
brick residence on South Sixth
5,
July
Sunday,
Barnett,
Ensign Robert W. McElrath after
Butter
and
Harry
Bread
Mrs.
Hinton,
Overby of Poplar street.
Miss Edwina
conis
Irvan
John
and relatives:
street.
Banana Cream Cake
where a family reunion was also
Miss Frances Sledd at
Hardy Curd, of Evans- a short visit home has gone to San
John
and
Sledd
Milk
Coffee
or
Drug
Tea
nected with the Cunningham
Mrs. William Hill, Detroit. Is
enjoyed. Fifty-one persons were
home.
ville, Ind., spent the week end Pedro, Calif.. where he will enter
Mrs. the Hinton
Co., of Detroit.
visiting Mrs. Hattie Hill.
present and the day was thoroughVery Special Dinner
the guest of his parents, Mr. service in the navy as officer of
as
remodeling
is
Rowlett
D.
J.
Mrs.
Claud Miller and family spent ly enjoyed.
Hill, a former resident of Murray.
the U.S.S. Idaho. Maneuvers. on
Coasomme Julienne
Mrs. Hardy Curd of Hazel.
and
large
The
Main.
West
on
home
her
the Fourth at the spillway on
Roast Beef with Glazed Banana*
is the daughter of Judge Will GibRoss A. Smith. Maywood, Ill., is
the sea will begin at once with
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Cunningham,
G.
A.
several
into
made
Spinach
be
Chopped
home will
Reelfoot Lake. Claude reports a in Murray to visit his son, Har- New Potatoes
son. Benton.
Hawaii the objective. Graduating
and
Dan
Salad
sons,
and
Carrot
Shipley
Shredded
Eugene
good catch of fish.
Miss Mary Easley W11.5 admitted modern apartments.
mer!, who has been operated on for
Rolls and Butter
motored to Martin, Tenn., last in June from the United States
Hal
Strawberry pavarian
Mr. and Mrs. Lon L. Lipford. appencheitis.
EnThe Rev. W. P. Prichard, West
to the William Mason Memorial
While in Murray
week end to see Mr. Cunningham's Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Milk
Coffee
Olive street, was admitted to the Akron, Ohio, are here for a two Mr. Smith will .visit Kelly Smith,
Hospital July 2 for treatment,
Miss 'Helen Mae sign McElrath achieved high hongrand-daughter,
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough and Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital Mon- weeks visit with their parents. Concord. Grady Smith. Pine Bluff
ors. He Ts the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wells, who is seriously ill.
Mr. and Mrs. West Lipford and Mrs. J. W. Sffith, Murray. Mrs, J. town, Ohio. will preach Sunday,
daughters. Marion and Jacqueline. day for treatment.
Dewey Jones of Murray W. W. McElrath of this city.
Mrs.
Mr. grid Mrs. E. C. Hoeman have Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Wilson of the I. Fox. and Mrs. C. A. Bucy.
Coleman,
returned Tuesday from New OrJuly 12.
was treated at the Clinic! Wednes- --A small son of Desmer
leans and Laurel, Miss., where an apartment at the Butterworth west side.
Esq. C. B. Fulton, who has been. Terry E. Berkley, Model. Tenn., day for a badly lacerated hand of New Concord, was treated at the
Rupert Harris, Puryear, Tenn., confined to his home on. West
they have been visiting ;relatives home. Mr. Hoeman is chemist for
Hospital lidriday for a
Clinic
underivent a tonsilleetorny at the received from a lawn mower.
and friends for the past few weeks. the West Kentucky Mineral Pro- Was admitted to the Keys-Houston Main with illness for the past
Gingles, G. W. Faughan and broken right arm.
Clinic Hospital June
Pat
Keys-Houston
Clinic Hospital Friday for treat- several weeks, was able to be out
They .-were met by Mr. Shar- ducts Co.
Mrs. Ona Darnall. Kirksey. faintMiss Gholson caught the three
7.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morris have ment of a broken right leg.
borough in Jackson, Tenn.
again the first of the week.
returned ducks which were released at the ed while working at the local WPA
has
Key
Sula
Mrs.
Miss Estelle Hicks and Marvin
Oliver, B. Jaynes and daughter, recently returned from a several
son
of
Mr. and
Carmen Parks,
Murray Swirruning Pool the morn- Training Center Wednesday afterTHIS
Log Angeles, California ,are visit- days visit to Mr. and Mrs. Pat G. Junior Allen, of Model, Tenn., and Mrs. Raymond Parks, visited his from Detroit where she has been
ing of July 4th and won passes for noon. A previous illness and the
and
Key
A.
T.
son,
her
visiting
Murray,
;
Williams,
Loella
CharChicago.
in
Miss
son
Morris and
ing Mrs. Jaynes' father, Mr.
parents here over the week end.
are
extreme heat apparently vsa.s the
the week for their skill.
Mrs. 'J. Rudy Oury will arrive visited their uncle. Newt Futrell, Carmen Is Fri ahhool at the Uni- Mrs.. Key. She also visited Mr.
ley Dale, and other relative's here.
Clay Tandy, and son, Master cause for Mrs. Darnall's tainting.
Mrs.
turn—for
ill
is
good
who
Stephen
G.
E.
Mrs.
and
visit
a
and family last week.
Mr. Jayne§ is the seccessful pub- the last of this month for
versity of Kentucky, majoring in
Missouri,
Charley Pogue and family, Birmat Sunny Side Hospital, Indian- Jack, of Kansas City,
Miss Lovella Williams had as agriculture.
lisher of a twice-a-Aek suburban here. She is hostesg at the Brad
S. B. Tandy, Sebree, Ky., ingham. Alabama. are visiting Mr.
Mrs.
and
apolis,
Ind.
Your watch completeiy
guests her cousins..Miss Estelle
ford Hotel in Ft. Meyers, Fla.
newspaper in Los Angeles.
Dr. A. F. Russell. Dover. Tenn.,
are the guests of the latter's Pogue's brother, Leslie Pogue and
Miss was a visitor in Murray Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Leighty Hicks, Model. Tenn., and
Mrs. Tosco Clark and Miss
without cost! hen,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Lrark and daughter, Miss
inspected
Margaret Tandy family. Mr. Pogue has an importSylvanell Clark. of Detroit. Mich., have taken an apartment at the Mavis Futrelle the past week end. afternoon,
son. Mr. and'IMrs. Jesse Roberts, this week.
parts,adjustments or cleanini
position with the Internal
ant
are visiting relatives and friends home of Dr. and Mrs. A. D. But- They motored to the Bluff last
Joe Wear,'special representative Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Smith and Mr.
are
Jetton. Finney. son of Mr. and Revenue Bureau in Alabama.
terworth. . Mr. Leighty is making Saturday.
for a few weeks.
for Richard fiudnut, perfu'iners, and Mrs. Will Higgins Whitnell
Bruce Overbey. Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. W. H. Finney, visited his
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Johnson, visited in Murray with relatives attended the Kentucky Rural UtMiss Sylvanell Clark, of Detroit. a soil survey in the county for the
uncle. Walter Jetfon, Paducah, is visiting his mother, Mrs. Frocie
of St. Louis. Mo.. are tge guests of this week.
Mich., is visiting J. W. and Lucile U. S. Agricultural Department.
ter Carriers' Convention at the over the week end and is attending Overbey, and brother, Wells OverJ.
SatA.
daughter.
Mrs.
and
and
mother,
Mr. Johnson's
Mrs. T. B. Jones
Clark.
Mrs. Buella Drye, Louisville, Ky., Brown Hotel last Friday
Camp Pakentuck this week with bey.
1Seeking that "just-right" gift;
Dr. F.M. Crawford, Dentist, First Miss Anna Catherine, and 0. J. Miller. in the city.
spent the week end with her par- urday.
Mr. and Mrss..Gey Rudd .had as
scout troop.
Paducah
the
for a birthday, anniversary or
his
Rev. L. H. Pogue will fill
Myer. of Centralia. LW were week
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-1
ents Mr. and Mrs. Vence Buchanan.
Betty Hays, of Morray, was disand John Wear their visitor during the week end
Diuguld
Edd
ether,, special occasion? See
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clark, T. W.'end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett regular preaching appointment at Mrs. Buchanan accompanied Mrs.. charged from the Keys-Houston
in Tennessee a Mrs. Modena Chester, of *ashingour new Elgins—for men. fee.
fishing
been
have
Coldwater Sunday, July 12, at 3 Drye back to Louisville lee a Clinic last Tuesday where. she had
and Mr. and ' Mrs. Jesse Roberts Jones, West Poplar streht.
ton, D. C.
women. They're beautiful, ayfew days this week.
attended he _Stith FlaahaI, ;setter ildrs._ Richard- Musson. of Detroit. p, m,,
recently .undergone a tonsillectomy.
•Laveek's visit there.
curate—the finest watch val.
Mrs.Elta Rye has returned from
SommerS, Homestead,
B.
L.
Mrs.
W. W. Pigue, Pittsburgh. Pa.. and
Carriers' Convention 'at Louisville Mich.. was admitted tcs Ilse KeysMrs. Ida Gilbert has been spend- Fla., is visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Poyner,
ues we know!
Detroit where she visited her parHouston Clinic Hospital Tuesday sons, Bill and James, visited their Memphis. are spending a week or ing several days here visiting relaMrs. Browning Roberts, Cohing- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Edwards.
son and brother, Paul Pigue, here so. visiting relatives and old tives and friends, including Mr.
for a Minor operation.
Judge Bunk Gardner. Mayfield
ton. Ky.. and Mrs. J. R. Chance,
Bob, Blow. Henning._ Term., is over the week end. Mr. Pigue, friends in the county. Mr. and and Mrs. W. B.-Gilbert. Mr. and
Chickasha, Okla., are visiting the and Louisville, was in Murray
repMrs.
advertising
is
and
his
eastern
Mr.
sister,
senior,
with
spending the week
Mrs. Poyner were residents of the Mrs. M. .T. Morris.
Wednesday. ,
Beale families here.
Dffice at Home, Gus West Main
resentative for the Gulf Publish- east side of the county for more B. W. -51.cerhey
and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carl Irvan, and Mr. Irvan.
1
Mrs. Dana Moore, San Antonio, -Mrs. Alton Barnett spent last
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
of
number
a
of
Tom Wear, of Paducah, spent the ing Co., publishers
R. H. Falwell and their respective Texas, is the gust in the home week with her parents, Mr. and
than 40 years.
In Afternoon
week end with his parents. Mr. oil journals. He is the eldest
Mr. and Ifirs. Carlos Jackson, families. Mrs. Gilbert has been of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Moore.
Mrs; W. A. Shankle, of the Lynn
son of the late Rev. R. I. .Pigue. Memphis, Term., visited in Mur- Visiting her son. Atty. M E. Gil- es
I PwilK. to 6 P. M.
and Mrs. Boyd Wear.
ray for the Fourth. Carlos is con- bert, near Paducah, and will leave
nected with the, profession service soon for Highland Park, Michigan,
.department of Abott Pharmacutical to visit her son, Walter Gilbert
MODNERNIZATTON Ca.
s r1Prrr—
-h'"',77grrrs-!...
7
arid fetidly.
converted the bleak,animasLaboratories.
. inative house at right into
Mrs. F. T. Flock'. of Golden
Robert Wallace. Murray. was ada charming home. Gay. condischarged
mitted to the Keys-Houston clinic Pond. was recently
trasting shutters brighten the
Clinic
from the Keys-Houston
HoipTfill Tuew3ay for treatment.
front of the structure. The
newly painted doorway, the
Published by the Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Hillard Jackson, 49spital.
landscaping, the broad brick
Purchase Oil Company in the
Willie Decker left this week
in
Mrs.
Murray,
KY.,
visited
Louisville,
chimney and the addition at
interest of safer driving and
for a few; weeks visit in Highland
the Fourth with_relatives here.
the side of the house indithe preservation of human
modernised Interior to
cate
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. 'McCaslin. Park, Michigan. with her daughler,
life.
compare with the attracand daughter, Luella. visited in Miss Martha Decker.
exterior.
remodeled
tively
W. D. Kelly. manager of the
Dixon, Tenn.. the Fourth.
tautness
a
was
Co..
Lumber
Hazel
Whitnell, Evansville.
Bernard
You've heard It before and
Inds visited in Murray over the visitor in the city last Friday.
you'll keep on hearing it—
Mrs. Jack Stubblefield, Malden,
•
week end.
"Cross Crossings CautiousRaiford Hay, and J. B. Hay. of MO.. visited her uncle, L. Clint
Memphis, Tenn., were Fourth of ; Jones, and relatives here over the
ly"—whether it's a grade
July visitors of their mother, Mrs. week end.
crossing, a street intersecMr. and Mrs. H. C. Fisher and
Sudie Hay. South Ninth street.
tion, or two highways meetMae, Rebecca
Robinson. ! children. Laura
The
Rev. Vernon
Evelyn, of
ing in wide, open country.
Cookville-Tenn.. has accepted the ! Jean. Edward, and
the, Presbyterian' Earlington, Ky., visited Miss Nellie
of
pastorate
But your responsibility goes
Church here. He will arrive in Mae Wyman, education Instructor
farther than just hearing it
Murray this week. Preaching ser- in Murray State College. at her
—rractice It, too. St means
will be at 11 a, m. each home in Murray over the week
vices
passafety for you and your
court end of June 27. Laura Mae and
morning at the
Sunday
sengers, safety for every
house. Sunday school begins at Rebecca Jean, daughters of the
commuter and pedestrian.
9:45 a. m. The public is cordially Fishers, remained for a fhw week's
Drive when and where you
visit at The home of Miss Wyman,
invited to attend both services.
will, .but remember every
The Rev. B. B. Maguire, Youngs- who it their aunt.
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76.47
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25.90
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ehicken

Cost

NO CHARGE
for complete
inspection of :
your watch i

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of
FREE OFFER
Our experts ready to dol
you and yottr
watch. Why not accept this
offer?
If

required, we'll tell you er
honestly. And quota you reasonable prices.Comein today.

g

1 sold
per

ik, do
I that
I cgrhereledge
1..10

36. and
—J. M.

Dr. W.C. Oakley
Obirc.R.ractor

PARKER'S"

JEWELRY STORE
JOE T. PARKER, Manager

No. 3 of a Safety
Series

'CROSS CROSSINGS
'CAUTIOUSLY!'

e.

How Many

Times Have

crossing.

You Bought
BEFORE STARTING ON
YOUR WEEK-END OR
VACATION TRIP...

Complete, One-Stop
Super-Service
We don't think any better
service on your car ean- be
given anywhere ar. a n
'Prim Heat is hard on your
car, be sure the oil is clean
and (livable (Diamond 760)
your 'motor fuel •lubricating (D-X; now 19c, and
power gas 16c) your car
properly greased and doped; cleaned so that you will
not be ashamed of it. We,
do all Ati 'bne-stop and at
lowest cost.

MORE USABLE

More non-skid mileage
more total mileage
thaia you've ever kno,.n

(

YOUR
HOME?

-interest oi
Perhaps you have paid enough rent to buy a house, or paid enough
longer?::
any
landlord
the
to
tribute
Whypay
old-style mortgages to buy a home.
advantag:
more
one—under
old'
your
remodel
home—or
NOW you can build a
eotis terms and satisfactory ConditiouA than ever before.
••

7
)11•04

Start your trip
with a new
set of
GENERALS

i
n

COME IN AND,
SEE FOR YOURSELF

I
4 if

4

Liberal trade-in allowance, low prices on
"the quality" tire.

,fof

THE NEW

GENERAL

••

•Frigidaire is wider, roomier,
with as much as 42% more usable space in front. No more
groping. No more crowding of
foods. Plenty of space for everything. Plus tull.Width Sliding
Shelves, Portable Utility Shelf,
Automatic Ice-Tray Release
and a setire 'of other features
that all prove their value in
actual sue. See them. Try them
yourself

VALUES and BUILDIN.G'COSTS are going bp. Don't put it oft.
obligatictot.
any longer. We'll help you plan what you have in minkwithout.any
whaM
matter.
'to
project
building
your
on
MONEY
YOU
SAVE
WE'LL
—AND
•
it is.

PROPERTY

C.

•

Now is 4the time to STOP. PAYING and to BEGIN BUYING. ••
••
We will help you arrange your Federal Housing Loan without cost.
••
inclutfe
We can provide estimates that are surprisingly low. Estimates that
;;
--"53-0"-iiitite-rials and .workniit-rithip. Metctetay-...PRICE,S ARE ADVANCIN(.
boott:
building
a
$500,000
into
are
advancing
county
Murray and Calloway
•
Others are building ... Don't just plan ...BUILD!

Courteous, Complete Service Always

Super - Service Station

Murray Lumber Co.

"
WITH THE gIMIETER-MISER

Jackson Purchase Oil Co:
SAST MAIN STREET

••

r6'
e
5t
'44.

'Sias'
Nets

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Incorporated

/

—

Everything to-Build Anything-,—
Depot Stredf
•

4.

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.

Ph-one 262

—
C
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and clear trie right-e-ways for
This July 6, 1936.
-Work on -our-county roads.- 'AMA
-Irreeleude Outland, will -help get our county reads
Admlnistratrix of the Estate of
THE PUBUC VOICE
•
worked. I hope Calloway county
All persons indebted to S. E.
S. E. Purdonz. Deceased
Contributions to this column
Will buy another grader outfit
Purdorp deceased are notified and
V.0011. topics of interest are always we/enerse They do net 011ismome. it weItAl %WA WAN* mks
red-siesta& 1,9 immediately settle
necessarily express the views
ch.inery this county road work
such accounts or not -Whit the
of this ,newspaper
will not progress because the state
1,10
undersigned Administratrtx, and all
does not have sufficient machinery.
I want to thank my friends and
persons having claims against the
ROAD WORK IN CALLOWAIT
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R
Crois;no
Crossing
Middle
Let the county cooperate with this
S. E. Purdom deceased neighbors for their kindness and
estate
of
LOUIS V
The blacktop roads have been
new commission.
of Blo<lk
el Iraisrsect;on
will please file such claim properly sympathy shown during the long
fairly well patched up. and for
TWO million dollars taken from
verified with the undersigned on illness and death of my beloved
74
378,
0
some weeks 17 men have been
the state road department_ for
or before the fourth Monday of wife. May God bless and help
working. There have been from
kencruc
y
'viRGINO
county road work,"besides auto IiNovember, 1931, or be forever bar- each and every one is my prayer.
three to five more men working
Wolkinq On
cenies having been reduced $1,000,-'
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-Roy Burkeen
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times made it impossible to get
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that until after next March we
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the proper result for the expense
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of maintaining this force. As- a
cannot make progress in road
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.
matter of fact the same work
building. notwithstanding $50.000
nOtirreSIA
),Wirl
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0
could have been produced with 12
Slightly more than 16,000 of the
has been added to the overhead
men.
ATLANTA %s 235
total of a.ore than 36,000 persons
•
cost of road building in Kentucky
919 1
"111.11it is nice to have jobs for our by establishing the new set up. I
/78 00
killed in automobile accidents last
BIRMINGHAM
men but it is nice tq have roads hope the new order of things will
year were pedestrians That this toll
THIS SPIRITED, HUMOROUS SONG, POPULAR EVEN
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I
A
way
for
built in an economical
of life lost is too large, all will agree.
work out for the best but if it all
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&fief all we paY auto and gas tax is paid out for supervision then we
The chart above shows what pedesA
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1.0fr the puree a RW14.04 Toads., cannot- expect roads to be built.
trians NVeTe doing last year when
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belieW's it or not."'
they met death. It shows that 28 per
WOE G DLIDEL LAWOITID,
I like to see people put to work
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killed
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We will expect little etr no con- let something they can or
cent
of
391/0,96
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the street in the middle ot the block;
struction because we have no Fed- how to do) but I like
better roads
at
the
crossing
were
cept
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per
eral roads in the highway system. more than I like jobs.. Just
ITIE
WORD YANKEE IS
NuMBER. oF
enough
intersection; 19 per cent were walkWe are getting some WPA service. jobs to do the job is what I
aNa EACH
CREDITED TO NE
CA
JACKSoNviu.
like.
le.'
STATE
ing along the rural road; 10 per cent
but lack equipment to grade and
CANADIAN INDIANS
. the pobut .it .is easy to land
were children playing in the street;
level same.
PRONUNCIATION,'YENGEES•
litical ditch, I have no authority
7 per cent darted out into streets
`Me $2.00 000 county road fund to appoint and have very
OF AAGLAIS, FRENCH FOR
little
from behind parked cars; 14 per
fund has been set up under sepa- influence because I will not go
THE WORD, ENGLISH
cent were indulging in miscellanerate commission, which was not out forcing you to vote for cerPractices.
ous
contemplated by at least one legistain candidates. Of course everyThe important thing that this
lator, if I- had I would not have
one should---wite- the Democratic
chart brings out Is that many pedeavoted for it. I think it should
ticket in November.
triaes fail to take the simplest pre
have been under the state road
I hope every one will be pacautions. According to statistics of
department cooperating with the
Ten years of continuous improvement have brought
tient with the'department, but also
the Tmrelrers Insurance Company,
county. But now we have three
more than 1.000 pedestrians were Gilbert-Doron Serviee to its present perfection. Phone us
feel, free to justly criticise every
agencies, the 'State Road Departkilled and 35,000 were injured by
official because it is the peoples'
night.
ment, the State-County toad Decrossing against signals; 4,500 were at any time of the day or
office and not the officers', believe
and
the
partment. just created,
injured
by
73,000
were
and
killed
it or not.
Department-too
Road
County
'crossing in the middle of the block:
-T. 0. Turner
many departments to do one job.
1,140 were killed and 33,000 were
It eosts too much money to build
injured by darting out into streets
reside in Kentucky.
cars.
from behind parked
-.
Motor travel le this state this year is expected to reach a new high, with almost 9,000,000 motor vehicles
I hope the land owners will cut
William
expected
influx
of
tourists,
according
to
E.
visiting
registered In nine Southern States together with an
PHONE 19S • AMBULANCE SERVICE - MURRAY.KY
The shocking accident which
It pays to read the classified ads.
Smith, (Inset). president of the Standard Oil Company of Kentucky. The above map shows the main highway
- brought death to Mr. Irvan Garrithe
vehicles
registered
in
each
svith
number
of
state.
together
Southern
States,
routes which !Ink the
son on the morning of July 4.
24-PHONES-2.5
1936. followed, so closely, the pleasA 1:TOM0BItt registration fig. the state of Georgia alone, more of lubricanti-Mobiloll-bas shown
ant social gathering Friday evenTWO 10c pachages Ockgon
urea and demand for touring than 4,000 cars were registered dur- a sharp upward trend in the early
ing. July 3. at the family home.
Ile we now Mention both with a sacmonths of this year, surpassifig all
Soap Chips
information indicate that there will ing the month of March.
"It has long been the policy bf our previous records."
10 extra coupons with 5 giant
red sadness.
be more motor car travel throughTourists are becoming more
company to keep closely Informed
_25e . The occasion was, the revival
bars Octagon Seep
out the South during this touring
prospects for motor travel aware of the scenic beauty and inon
the
services
of
the
Pleasant
Valley
411e
Syrup
Gallen Golden Sweet
season than ever before in history.
as a basis for adjusting our mer- terest of this section and are planChurch of Christ and as was the
Gallon Silver Sweet Syrup
New car registrations in nine chandising plans," Mr. Smith point- ning to come here to spend their
Garrison's
family,
custom of Mr.
Southern States reached the 70,000 ed out.'Proof that travel is growing vacatiotue it was pointed out by Mr.
Libby's No. 2 1-2 Sliced
a supper was prepared and the
mark during the first three months In the South is easily Towed in the Smith. The general improvement in
Pineapple
ministers, with as many of the
of 1936, a record well ahead of any sales records of gasoline and lubri- business conditions, it is believed.
1 pkg. Pep Free with
neighbors and friends as could
other recent year, according to cating oils. For example," said Mr. will Make It possible for motorists
2Sc come, were invited. Mr. Garrison
3 Kellogg% C'orn Flakes ...
W.E. Smith, president of the Stand- Smith,"the demand for one widelys to afford longer and more extensive
20e furnished conveyance for . as many
Gallon distilled Vinegar
Fancy Pink or Chum, Tall can , 10.
fancyc-club, Tall can 23c
vacation trips.
ard Oil Company of Kentucky. In advertised and favorably-known
Rose 4 Seed Potatoes. ba.__ $2.70 as had no way to come.
ALMON
A bountiful supply of delicious
B-lb. bucket Pure Lard ...._ $1.12
25e food was oerved. After _the meal
Misses Lurline and Ophelia Eld- aucl a heart-broken husband, Roy
Thursday. July 30
II lbs. nice Ness Potatoes .
Avondale
Thrifty
93c
'
b sa
Be
cskt
was finished the host asked all to ridge. Miss Maurine Moody, Miss Burkeen and a host of relatives
WOW. vs. Bank of Murray
_
24 lbs. Western Flour
59c
24-lb. sack UU
24-lb. sack
FLOUR
sing and play old time, sacred Fay Smith. Miss Ruth Alton. Miss and friends.
Camp
Murray
vs.
Vandevelde
54 lbs. Queen of West flour _.-.115e
songs. He seemed so joyful and Mary Mason Dunn. Misses Izetta
24 lbs. Yukon's Best Flour
Sleep on dear Treva
Teasley. August 4
requested some numbers to be and Kathrine Knight. Miss Opal
Del Maiz Niblets 2 12-oz. cans 25c C. Club Fancy 9 No. 2 9Cc
Thy trials are o'er,
Model Cleaners vs. Lynn Grove
Bay one ot the ateiwe sae apt a ghee, IMe second time.
411eCage„ Miss Charity' Shorting's.
Lo cans Lad
CORN
Sweet
be
thy
rest
W.O.W.
vs.
Camp
Murray
chance on 46 lbs. Flour Free.
These present for the supper and Miss Mary Garrison. Mr. and Mrs.
Oft needed before.
55c • Mr. Garrison's last happy evening Irvan Garrison and children. Mo24 lbs. good Flour
Thursday, August 6
6 Pounds
Choice Hand-Picked
Well have we loved you
at . home were a. follows:
dena. 0. D., and Reuben.
Bank of Murray vs. Vandevelde
Belk Seed Beans_
25c
NAVY BEANS
But God loved you more:
Bro.
Pogue.
Bro.
Veteto.
Mr.
and
-A Friend.
Camp Murray vs. Model Cleaners
3-1b. can (1risco Shortening _. 5.ic
He has taken you how
Mrs.
Sam.
Mrs.
Shelton
Canada.
16e
1-1b. box Crackers
Tuesday, August 11
To suffer no mere.
or
n 25c Grapefruit JUICE,
2 cfa
C.
TW Oca
TnaslI
25c
mie Lawson. Mrs. Walter Parker.
25e
2-111a.:jar Peanut Butter
W. 0. W. vs. Lynn Grove
GRAPEFRUIT
WC.ONcans
•iitra. 011ie Parker, Mrs. Wavil
for
'Model Cleaners vs!-Bank uf MkirWant to BUY nice brown, large Moody. Mr.. and Mrs. Josh Cunray
loving one from us has gone
Bacon-In to 30-lb. sides.
ningharri: kfr. and Mrs. Robert
10 Pounds for
PURE CANE Cloth Bag
Cunningham and children. Edith, A voice we loved is stilled
Thursday, August 13*
SUGAR
52`
A place is vacant in our hearts
and Eveline.
Vandevelde vs. Lynn Grove
Which never can be filled,.
W. 0.'W. vs. Model Cleaners
SPECIAL
Half-Pound Package
This can be truly said of, Treva
Thursday, July 3
i
bf
Report of Condition c
25`
ICED TEA
Tuesday. AUgast IS
Cobb 'Burkeen. who passed away
WOW. vs. Camp Murray
Bank of Murray vs. Camp Muron June 23, 1936..just It the noonBank of Murray - vs. Vandevelde
ray
tide hour.
ARMOUR'S SUGAR CURED
Pound
DEES _BANK OF HAZEL Vandevelde vs. Model Cleaners
She was born July 12, 1912.,
Tuesday, July 14
25
`
BACON
M -years, 11 months, and
Camp Murray vs. Model Cleaners
of Hazel, in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business being
Thursday, August fa
11 days of age at the time of her
W.O.W. vs. Lynn Grove
LOAF
on June 30. 1936.
Vandevelde vs: W. 0. W.
death.
Bank of Murray sm.-Lynn Grove
BREAD
5
`
Thursday, Italy 16
She was converted at the early
ASSE roModel Cleaners vs. Bank of Murage of 12 years and a few years
Tuesday; August 25
ray
later she united with the M. E.
Lynn Grove vs. Camp Murray
Cash. balances with other banks, and cash
Vandevelde
vs.
Lynn
Grove
at Mt. Carmel and lived a
$30,833.30 Church
items in process of collection
-1
most faithful and consistent ChrisTuesday, July 21
United States Government obligations,
tian life 'till death called her
Wheat demonstrations have been
W. 0. W. vs. Model Cleaners
40,000.00
direct and fully guaranteed
home. While on her death bed
Bank of Murray vs. Camp Mur- started by several Metcalfe county
45,793.00 the Lord sent His Holy Spirit
Other booth., notes, and debentures
farmers.
ray .
,48,376.87 anew aryl she was happily sanctiLoans and discounts
_
Thursday, July 23
fied._
Banking house.owned, $1,750:00-;
Robertson count's, Jqpior 4-14
2,695.00 As long is her health permitted Vandereelde vs. Model Cleaners
furniture and fixtures, $945.00
BaA-of Murray vs. Lynn Grove club members netted a profit of
she seldom missed a Sunday away
from Sunday School. Often times
$108 from one performance of a
Tuesday, July 2.11
, $127,698.17 walking the long distance
TOTAL
through
play put on at the county high
Vandenvelde vs. W. 0. W.
the heat of summer or the
school.
Lynn Grove vs. Camp Murray
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
of winter to be at church. . And
by her faithfulness and sincerity.
partnerships,
corporations:
individuals,
of
Deposits
her presepce. was indeed an inspi$68,681.79 ration to every member of the
Demand deposits
18,035.93 class.
,
ill Other tire deposits .
11,&39.87 On December 16. 1033. Treva was
v''-8tate, county, and municipal deposits
FOOD MARKET
happily married o Roy Burkeen.
$98,057.59
TOTAL DEPOSITS
But just -a sho
time after her
Capital stock and capital notei
marriage, the cruel,handr of the
$25,000.00
and debentures _
fatal disease, T.' B., laid hold of
Excellent Substitute
2,500.00
Surplus
:•
this beautiful girl-wife and for
for 25c
SNOW WHITE SHORMNING Lard, TWO Pounds for
.1,176.58
Undivided profits
three years she suffered slit:lost
.
ReseiVes .
beyend.gfrna.n endurance - POUNDS
29,640.58 Every thing . was done • for her
Total capital account
25c
SOAPS
RING BOLOGNA
relief and comfort that loving
size,
3
for
med.
10c
0.
K.
Laundry
Soap,
hearts
and
willing hands could do.
TOTAL LIAPJLITIES AND CAPITAL.. $127,698.17
Pound
25c
Her husband was kindness asP. & G. Laundry Soap. giant size. 6 for .
HAM
MINCED
15c
On Juno 30% 1416ttl1e required legal reserve against set, sacrificing his own personal
Oxydol 10c; large size 23c; large economy
deposits of this bank, was $6,142.58. Assets - reported needs in her behalf. He carried
63c
package, 4 lbs. and 2 ounces
Pounds
above which were eligible as •legal reserve amounted to her to the lac West in hope that
15c
Lux or Lifebuoy Soap, 2 for
SUPERFINE OLEO
25c
her health might be restored, but
$50,833.30.
19c
Derwood Soap. 4 for,
all in vain. God knew best . and
Value for
39c
Brand
See
Insect
Spray,
45c
DIXIE BELLE
Each
'• This bank's capital,is represented-by $25,000.00 cap- called her, home. She often said Apple Vinegar in barreVirallon
20c
WATERMELONS
39c
ital -notes and debentures sold to Reconstruction, Finance that4ife was sweet and she -wanted Gallon Vinegar in Glass Jug
29c
to live so she might work 'for her
Corporation; 1,000 shares of first preferred stock, par Lord,
25c
but that she was ready to go. Peanut Butter, Justice, pint 15c; quart
GOLDEN YELLOW
Dozen
value $10.00 per-Aare;retirable at $10.00 per share; And just before the summons
17e
Beechnut, large
BANANAS
15c
$10.00-ihares of second preferred stock; and 1,500 shares came she said she 'could hear the
35c
Salad Dressing, Topmost, pint 20c; quart
stL
ock,
par
common
$10.00
perahare.
of
angels singing', and that she, too.
FINEST BRAND
.1
:Joaltes
.
for
19c
Matches, 6 boxes
would soon be singing with them.MATCHES
24c
19c
Toilet Tissue, good quality, 6 rolls for
I, J. M. llefaigya cashier of the above named bank, Treva was an obedient daughter, Jet
s..25e
Shoe Polish, 3 for
a
kind
sister,
a
loving,
devoted
dp sotemply dear that-04 abtive ytatement is true, and
Pounds
25c
Dried Peaches, 2 lbs.
.•
that the SCHEDULES on the back of this report fully and wife, a true friend. 2
DRY SALT MEAT
29
`
25c
Her memory will live on _and on That good Pangdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. for
correctly represen't the true -state of the seveliil matters in the hearts of ,her friends. Her
.
24c
Brooms . .
herein contained and set forth,-to the 'best of my knowl- sweet, sherre. life will be as a Fly Ribbons, 5 for
CROSS
10c
RED
MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI
edge and belief.-J. M. Marshall, cashier.
2 Boxes
9
`
stilrirtrg star lighing.the pathway of'
Will PAY 19c for Eggs. Will also buy nice butter.
-D, N. White, C„ T. Allbritten,
birectors. her loved ones she., eaves behind.
Hams,
Best Branded Beef. Veal Chops, Country
She leaves to mourrt her going
•
STATE' OF KENTUCKY. COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.
Dressed Friers.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs: Burd
Stiblitenbed and sworn to.before me this. 6th day of July, 1936.
Cobb, three sisters. Mrs. Bessie
ONE CALL HERE TAKES CARE OF YOUR MENU
nd I hereby certify- that I am not ap raffieer or director of this bank.- 'Jones, . tra and - Vera Cobb: • two
W. H Miller, Notary Public. My comlnission.e.xpires July 6, 19319
brothers,. Roy and Robert Cobb; WE DELIVER'
TELEPHONE-?7

Executrix Notice
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•Swann's Grocery
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OGER'S

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

S
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Obituary
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SOFTBALL
SCHEDULE

Swann's Grocery

I

12-0Z.

Embassy Salad Dressing,
25c
Quart jar

Standard CATSUP,
Large 14-oz. bottles

Cider VINEGAR,
Bulk, gallon
Quart bottle ..

19c
10c

Mixed VEGETABLES,
3 No. 2 cans
25c

Embassy MUSTARD,_
Quart jar

10c

KRAUT or HOMINY,
3 large 2 1-2 cans .... 25c
PALMOLIVE SOAP,
19c
4 bars

TOLLEY & CARSON

10c

Mustard SARIVES,
TWO 3-4 size cans ... 15c

Mary Lou PICKLES,
Sours, Dills, qt. jar .
Sweets, qt. jar ,

15c

SUPER SUDS, 3 pkgs. .25c

c:ag_Yukon Best Flour to go
e have One 48-_11-i.-FREJE to israpi-e4K-ne burifig a 24-lb. bag of
Yt1l
Bet or Queen of West Flour

L.

2
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6
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Kidney Beans, Lima Beans, Tomatoes, Pork and Beans,
Tomato Soup, can
each 5c
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New Series No. 455

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon July 9, 1936
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would pay one-third of the revenues the sane would collect .during the next biennial period.
.,.e1Bse1axes Imposed are objecThe city carriers are now detionable," the Governor said, "but
The new *officers for 1938-37
Correspondents and local adver- liver/pg. on their morning rounds
is not this always the case when
were installed by the Murray
their
get
copy
in
by
who
tisers
the
mail
which
arrives
on
the
Victim of Auto Accident on Pine Rotary Club at its
Governor Tells Baeltusburg Crowd no tax ever asked pelased everyregular meetMonday:—
morning'train from Paducah. Postone?" ,
Bluff Road July 4; Many
Any Heavy Levy Out When
ing at the National Hotel last
Gilbert-Doran Funeral Home
master H. T. Waldrop announced
Survive,
Practical.
Governor Chandler said that the
Thursday. Luther Robertson sucMurray Con. Coal & Ice Co.
that addition to the local postal
state credit was bein maintained
ceeded Hall Hood as president and
Dees Bank of Hazel
service
Monday
morning.
Chandler
told
B.
Governer A.
and a per capita maintained for the
Funeral services were held for Karl. C. Frazee was placed in line
Murray Lumber Co.
The arrival of the morning mail E. R. Garrison, age 54, July 5, at for president next year by going
an overflow crowd at the annual schools with enough revenue for
Savings
Bank
Peoples
that
8:08
a.
m.
instead
of
train here at
picnic at Backusburg July 4
the state teacher's colleges and the
2 p. m. from the Blood River in as vice-president.
Murray Milk Products Co.
8:54 a. m. is much more conven- Church with the Rev. John Flynn
any taxes that proved too burden- University of Kentucky. He said
0. L. Boren was re-elected secMurray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
ient to Murray and Calloway coun- officiating.
some to the people of Kentucky the children had been given free
Burial was in the retary-treasurer. Mr. Boren has
Light. & Power Co.
Ky.-Tenn.
ty people from the standpoint of Lassiter cemetery. Mr. Garrison served in this capacity since the
would be taken off as soon ae the text books where their parents
Bev.s.A. V. -Havens
malt—
•
state ralSeel-lifnffelieeeSsary
were unable Lte buy them- and said
met his death ju-TY 4 when he was club was formed in 1925 and today
Smotherman News
nue.
that the school budget for the next
Not only the city carriers enable hit by a school bus from Dover. will give a report on the InternaGunter's Flat
to get mail off that train in their Tenn., on the Murray-Pine Bluff tional convention at Atlanta City
The Governor exptatned to the two years would be $10.500,000 each
Stella Gossip
morning delivery—previously it road near Potter-town. Mr. Garri- in June, which he attended.
people the affairs of the state gov- year wider the new budget.
Lynn trove News
"I am not afraid of my job." the
was not in the hands of the patrons son and family were enronte to
Members IA the board of directernment during the first seven
Rev. Sam P. Martin
until afternoon—but the rural car- Pine Bluff for the Fourth of July ors are the officers, Mr. Hood as
months of his reign, saying that Governor said, "for with the acThe Regal Shop
riers are on their way 45 minutes celebration.
immediate past president, Dr. C.
when he took over the reins of complishments already made. and
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
earlier with that much sooner deGovernment that state Indebted-- -the program mapped out, success
The accident occurred in the .H. Jones, Clifton Morris and NelGrove Church
Union
livery to all their patrons, but also morning-about 8 o'clock. Mr. Gar- son Miller. Harry Sledd is serness was twenty five and a half for the state government is asCapitol Theatre
business men are much gratified
million dollars. This debt, the sured.
was riding on the fender of geant-at-arms.
Temple Hill
Governor Chandler told his audiwith the earlier placing of their
speaker said, has been reduced to
small Ford truck, driven by his
Kirksey Kinklets
philosophy
his
was
that
it
ence
mail
in
boxes at the postoffice.
The Boone county wool pool
$17,000,000 after making allowon,
The bus' side swiping
Boone Cleaners
ances for the $2,1300,000 in the that government should do what it
approximately
10,000
the truck, hit Mr. Garrison, knock- contained
citiits
lifts
of
could, to make the
general haute`
ment a ,servant of the people."
ing him down and running over fleeces this year.
Havens'
Subject:
"In
the
wider
opand offer
Governor Chandler told of his
head'
killing him instantly. 0
"Your - state is being carefully zens happier
Other Fellow's Place' his
to the young people. fight to' restore the government to
D. received a small shoulder
and honestly governed nOw and portunities
government had the people by a compulsory priwound in the accident.
for the first time in thirty years He said the state
"drifting" for thirty years mary law, and pointed out he had
Rev. A. V. Havens, minister of
will have a balanced budget," the been
He is survived by his widow,
without
guidance.
not granted a single colonelcy since the First Christian Church, will
GOvernor said.
he said, "I taking the oath of office seven use as his sermon subject, next Mrs. Addie Garrison, three daughOffice"
"Since
taking
oternor thandler defending the
ters, Mrs. Maudie Armstrong, Mary
do what I months ago.
Senday morning, "In the Other and Modena Garrison; five sons,
taxes imposed recently. said that have been trying to
government
to
the
Fellow's Place."
they were luxury taxes and dun could to restore
Toy, Hubert, Ourie, 0. D. and
consider essen"It is my conviction," Mr. Hav- Reubin Garrison; one brother,
not a necessity had been taxed. the people which I
tial for the happiness of the people
ens
said,
"that
one
of
the
first
He cited that the whisky tax
Wilson Garrison, and other near
and n
to keep the governprerequistes to the solution of relatives.
Everyone was glad to see the many of our moderp problems, is
fine rain last week, although the to put ourselves in the other fel_wheat threshing was delayed until low's place. We can never hope H. P. Wear Has Postal
this week.
to solve social problems from an
Orders 70 Years Old
Mr. and Mrs, Carl Woods, West individualistic view point. When
Woods'
parVirginia, visited Mrs.
we put ourselves in the other felH. P. Wear, retired Murray drugents, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Rogers. low's place, we discover that sym- gist, brought in for our inspection
last week encl.-They returned home pathetic understanding
which last week a number of 'ancient posMonday.
makes possible., the, helpfulness of tal orders which were received by
Thieves broke into the Marine Him who felt, that. *in, all things his father, A. H. Wear, while poststore last Tuesday .night and took it behooved him' to be made like master of Murray in the sixties.
about $20 of merchandise. They unto his brethren.'
All the orders are, of course, handforced their way into the tore
"In this sermon," Mr. Havens written.
through the back cioor ancrearlied said. "we will be interested in the
Ohe of the -orders announced the
awdy one barrel of flour, several application of this principle in in- establishment of a mail route from
bags of meal, all the candy, smok- ternational relationships, in indus- Murray to Felicia Ann in Graves
ing,and chewing tobacco. No trace try, in social relationships and in county, dated in 1880; another of
of the thieves have been found as the home."
a postoffice ,at Fair Dealing, Maryet.
Mr. Havens stated that this will hall county, dated November 30.
Mrs. Modenia Chester, Washing- be his last sermon to be preached, p880.
ton, D. C., visited , her niece, Mrs. prior to his leaving for a few
A rural route was set up from
Guy Rudd last week end. Mr. and weeks vacation. He will be back
urray to New Concord, via
Mrs. Mason McKeel were also again in his pulpit on August 29.
vide:nee - and Allbritten;s Mill
s..1 The morning service will begin
guests of Mr. and-Mrs. Rudd.
Maich f8, -ISM - and- the 'magas
Howard,
leader
of
Miss Sallie
at 10:45. The inspiring music pro- of the Snow Hill vicinity were
the 4-H Club, went , to Princeton, gram will be presented by the given a postoffice on Sept. 10, 1838.
Sty., Wednesday. June.,,29, to the chorus choir, directed by prof.
Leaders' Camp of the 4-H Club, Price Doyle:
And an ail-star comedy hit—
where she received further infor-- - The Sunday School will meet at Church will preach.
"LOVE IN SEPTEMBER"
mation regarding the training and 9:30, led by W. B. Moser, superinMr. W. Z. Carter will lead the
work of the 4-H members.
tendent.
Mid-Week
Meeting, Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs, Luck Burt and' The Senior Christian Endeavor night at 7:45. Miss Juliet Holton
son Ronald. Elkton, Ky., visited Society will meet at 8:45, Sunday will be the music sponsor. Boostfriends and relatives of this vicin- evening.
ers will be Ray Maddox, Mrs. Osie
ity last week.
The union. Sunday night service Graham and Mrs. J. G. Hart.
Mise Treys Caldwell, Mayfield, will , be held on the high school Handshakers will be Wm. Gatlin
Ky., is spending the week with athietieefielti at 8 p. m. Rev. 0: A. Swann, Mrs. Prentice Holland and
her cousin. Miss Kathleen Cald- Marrs. pastor of the Methodist, Mrs. H. E. Holton.
well.
Miss Kathleen Caldwell and Miss
Willie Kelso plan to attend a 40
business college at Paducah this
fall. They are studying at home
dependable car, and
most
troubleduring the summer _ months so
Amer tea'•
economy of
Pontiac to be
to the
gas and
that they maybe able to finish
the
And
chamMonship
built
sueCeeded.
We
we've
231
adds
delivered
their course as soon as possible.
Pontiac Six
owners agree
supervision it has
performance, the
Fred Clark and Miss Marrelle
official satisfied—buy a 'Pontiac.
free
Under
economy.
Jones motored to Lexington last
written roiun.
Save, be
oil
hare
gallonl
te•ttoronsal•!
recently
Mrs. Homer
week. Mr. and
miles pet
Pontisc—owners who
plod
C•r11. SO
Miller returned with them. Mr.
11.000
about th•if
Ons of
eae
of pr
Miller has been attending school
tery let(et,
there and. returned Sunday but
Mrs. Miller will remain for an
extended visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White, Of
Hazel, visited Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
'•
Crawford and Mrs. Hart Saturday.

BURDENSOME TAX

City Carriers Now
Officers Installed 4.,
Have Morning Mail SERVICES ARE HELD
by Murray Rotary NEW REGISTRATION
FOR E. R. GARRISON
ACT IS'EXPLAMED

HONOR ROLL

RELIEF- f'ROMISED

—•:-S•41

if

alarm

brought

hone us

Everybody Mast Register to Vote
in November ElertIon;
Dates Are Set.

Volume CIV; No. 28
will bave to -come to the county
cleric's office between the dates of
Aucust 15 ar.d October 10, November 15 and July 10, of each year
to register," Mr. Neale added.
-There 'will be no change in the
legal requirements.

Car To Be Given
Away December 26

Under the General Registration
Act of the last session of the General Assembly the initial registraA number of Murray merchants
tion date will be on the first Satave formed an organization to
urday in August at the voting, ?give away a 1938 Chevrolet coach
precincts for primary electiont.
on December 28.
Garland Neale, deputy county
They are Ryan's, Porter Motor
court clerk, stated that every voter Cn., Corn-Austin Co., H. B. Bailey,
who wishes to vote in the August Wallis Drugs, Calloway Co. Lumprimary or any regular electiort ber Co., Day-Nite Lunch, Diuguid's
they will be required to register Furniture store, Wallis' Grocery,
before voting. The place of regi s. Superior Laundry and Cleaners,
taring will be at the regular voting Jack and Jill 4hoppe, -Johnsonplace. '
Fain Applianceto, Murray Paint
"Those who fail to register will & Wallpaper Co. and Shrum/ Bros.,
not get to vote. Those who ki not
register on the first Satur,jay in
Onestone company sold Hart
August (primary election d .iy) will county farmers 800 tons 67 limenot have al/tether oppor'Anity to stone last month, and two embers
register at their voting ei,lace, They operated in the
county.

Comfortably
COOL

CAPITOL

TODAY and FRIDAY

Lynn Grove News

RE ATE ST
HE, YEAR!
•'

"UPKEEP
LESS THAN
,2 A MONTH"

Oc

;9c

15c

SAYS 60.000-MILE-A-YEAR DRIVER

!sc

5c

SUNDAY,and MONDAY

QUALITY
YEP.PONTIAeS_ EXTRA
441144 '
DESIGN COST'
MORE
DC)LLA RS
EVV
f
—
'i UST.•A
-PRICED CARS'1
LOWEST
THE
- THAN

;2c

05c

,
05c

5c

She storms the heart of human kind,in the story of a
woman who.furiously loved.

THE GROGAN REALTY CO.

tinoi
iln

ASKS FOR LISTINGS

We now have a 30-acre farm on hard
road, 2 1-2 miles from Murray we would
like to sell.

IOC

?.5c

PONTIA

l5c

If interested, see

SIXES AND EIGHTS

[5c
ttc

L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
108-10 North Seventh Street

15c

Mayfield, Kentucky

5c

entrallm Located in
alak-

5c

A COOL
COMFORTABLE
_ROOM & BATH

5c
0)

9c

A PAY

FROM

BEN GROGAN

The TVA furnished 20 tons of
superphosphate for demonstration
work in Whitley county.

MEMPHIS
TENNESSEE

with electric
Every
fan anci circuiating icerrater
Our beautiful Coffee Shcr
seating 300serves dekious
food at moderate cost.

5c

I
t

MN

9c

9c

Water
& Light Co.

U

5c

A

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

'B LAC K-D RAU G H T

ICE CREAM

AT

HERBERT-MARSHALL
"
Tomollen
IFACIr

CROSSLAND

GERTR-UDE

LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray
Kentucky
•
•

-fib

A Parinnount Picture wkh

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
SATURDAY NIGHT

than'any Alm
M months!

itistilTeaker pram*

Please arrange to pay your ac- count at the office and save emharassment, as no money will be ,
accepted elsewhere.

FISH FRY

MORE.FUM...biORE
THRILLS

Then menaced her own daughter
with the buried scandals . . . but
the man she betrayed comes back
to wreak a strange revenge!

Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.

SUPPER

Next Thur.-Friday

SHE SENT A MAN TO
PRISON FOR TWENTY
YEARS!

Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.

HOTEL

H. Grady, President
R. E. McEachin, Manager

WALTER ABEL

Patrons of

AND

9c

, CH lk

Over Dale & Stubblefield
Murray, Ky.

Keep a Good Laxative
always in your home
Among the neoesettles of hang Is
good, reliable laxative. Don't be
coal Do your beet to preonnelpstisa. Don't Degtoot aghat
icuti
=
pea net say of Its tlissirmsni• srusnoass
"Ro haro wed Timmillordl
Igen pogo and have found
tanatty
•'Si ailed 1111~ that *wry
Askirkralr nom,- writes stra
take ISIsolg.
tssU oosoditzation sad
Iu
ooriumtlo
we•good laziktirs
J. I him always
Wog good moults.'

Also

MAJOR
BOWES
Amateur
Theatre of
the Air

LIONEL ATWILL
se I IRENE HERVEY
RAYMOND WALBURN
STUART ERWIN
ANN LOWING
LOUIS HAYWARD

hi,l_CHWEL

AND

"HIT AND RUN DRIVER"

•
•

JULY_ 1Ph•

seangp t.woo

Another of the "Crime Doesn't Pay" Series
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rations before. the present one.

Me fit and, frankly. I think the
anerage voter rather resents the
imnheations that 'he can't make
•
up hie own mind and has to deCseusaideUen of ybe Murray tednen:Ilie Calloway Times, and Tbe
on the' President of thee
pends1928
20,
October
rald.
Times-He
United States or the Governor of
Ptablished by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
Kentucky to tell him how so Vote.
North Fourth Street. Murray, Kentucky
01111
Each candidate has • record and
Lditee
Joe T. Lovett'.
a personality. Let them run upon
•
those and the other issues of the
day they mien decide among
themselves and leave the President
and the Governor out of primaries
—where they should be and doubtless where they want to be.

j11U.11 JOTS.

THE LEDGIER & TIMES

OP J00

•

Why Not Let the
Voters Select?,

1 ',Every Kind of...

INSURANCE
ife

Automobile

/

and Bonds •

An,
Wa

Complete protection for your home,
your business, your family and yourself
.. . at one convenienfplace.

R.H.Falwell & Co.
• •

The Ledger & Times-Is authorized to announce the following
candidacy, subject to the ,Demos
critic primary, Saturday. August
1, 1936:
FOR, CONGRESS
V. A. "13111" Phillips

don't advertise in it.

D'r. Copeland says Jim Farley
ran the Democratic convention.
The great game of politics is Why, doctor* How discerning!
muchly like the other famous
game of draw poker. Many a' man
Sufficient time has now etapsed
The newspaper editorial column,
with a big stack of chips in front like a baseball bat, is effective
since the cashing of the /veterans'
of
him at midnight has gone home only when you can hit the ball
baby bonds to determine what disin the early morning light flat solidly.
positions have been made of mint
broke and with a gang of I. 0.
It is gratlying inof the money
Warner Raster in -Robin Hood U's out amongst his fellow players. Unfortunately, most of us make
deed and highly complimentary to
•• • • •
SR.
st
showing
new
Zadiarsds.too many fouls and quite frequentthe average veteran that the money at
Costae( Theatre.
The
wisely
Cynthiana
so
Densocrats thinks ly strike out with the bases NIL
been
whole,
the
has, on
•••• •
tax the Wigs that youngeters love, It's a shame the New Deal can get
and prudently Med.
Few if any of the mistakes of —candy, gam and soda pop; and Al to make but two speeches
1931, whe na majority of the vet- if the oldsters would do the same against it.
Spring Explosions in
erans drew half of their adjusted things we would have a lessening
Brush Creek a Mystery
"Landon Knox Roosevelt out"
compensation. have been made. A of the constantly growing debts the
good many of the recpients have nation, the state, cities and towns headlines a Northern banker in
kept ther bonds and wit hold ewe, instead of the expansion we his ad in a financial paper. Down
Mysterious expiosrons in Brush
here we read it "Rrsosevelt Knox Creek, on the farm of G. H. Pitthem. drawng interest, to. maturity. see everywhere.
out Landon".
Virtually all of those who cashed
man, well-known east side farmer,
them have put and are placing
about three miles east of Potterwill
debt
United States'
The
good
All
and
that
use
was
ever
needed to cure town every three or four years in
the proceeds to sound
soon hit the forty billion dollar the depression was for most
people the early spring have aroused conadvantage.
all history,
in
greatest
mark—the
to devote as much earnest attention siderable interest. The Wiliest ex• Not an inconsiderabel part has
into contake
not
does
this
and
to their own business as they do planation of them is natural gas
gene into the payment of old
sideration what the states, cities. to others.
debts. The veterans have shown
heated by the warming earth as
wipe
owe.
counties
and
towns
a commendable desire to settle obwithout exception the blasts have
is going
sums
staggering
such
out
Our G. 0. P. friends lost another occurred in the early spring.
ligations, no matter how old they
man,
every
on
burden
a
be
to
fine campaign issue when the rain
might be. A lane sum has gone
Rbcks are thrown up, which are
woman and child now living, or broke
the Roosevelt drouth".
into home building and repairing.
lighter in color and weight than
cennext
the
be born in
will
that
•
•
•
•
•
for
paying
Others have finished
the surface rock in the creek, and
tury, unless the debts are repudiPara phrasing
an
old
their homesteads. •
negro sound of the explosion is rather
in some
been
hare
they
as
ated,
spiritual, "Everybody who talks lIke dinamite and can be heard
May a veterans who has been
countries. We feel that the beet
about the Church don't go there". three or four miles. Mr. Pitman
forced to let his personal appearbe rendered the
elm
that
service
•••• •
ance run down somewhat has insays that an odor very much like
these facts to
bring
to
is
people
Campaigns are usually made on blasted flint rock is given off and
vested, a portion of his money
them.
issues Mit votes are usually cast persists for several days.
with the clothing merchants and
In doing so, we are not veric4g on
prejudice.
those who sell articles to make
Previously, the explosions had
KM
is
it'
for
business,
of
comfortable a n d the pals
more
home
alvfays
occurred between 10:30 and
/hee
discharge
will
business that
To be fair about it: Remember 11:30 a. m. but last ;April it was
modern have done a good business.
bondebts. Business is only the
this about some of the present around one o'clock when the blast
The writer hasn't seen a single
through which Meet floe. You taxes, a
portion oh them must go came off. The explosions have
veteran squandering his adjusted net
pay thosef taxes.
you
and
you
and
to pay debts incurred by adminis- taken place four times in the past
compensation. Most of them are
drivers for i ustraauto
the
Take
older and wiser than in 1931 when
tion: last year the various govern
too great a share uf the money
mental agencies collected one bilwent into unessentials,
lion dollars from, automobile oWnThe World War veterans is inusing the oil companies as
creasingly becoming a valuable. ers,
collectors.
tax
Use
of
ctizen
sound and constructive
The baker, the one who owns
his community.
the house you live in. the light
and, water companies, the railroads, all collect taxes FROM you
FOR the governing bodies. In
one big company's report the other
day it was shown that when it
one
of
Governor Chandler's taxes
paid an average of $1.089 last year
cent on soft drinks, the same sum
in wages to 40,000 persons. includon the child's ice cream cone and
ing foreign plantation labors&
chewing gum, the seven cents a
whose wage is less than the Ametquart on the family's .ice cream,
ican scale, it paid $453 in TAXES
coupled with the taxes on milady's
for EACH employe. The efl and
face powders and creams will
electric companies paid last year
prove a blessing in disguise if it
$1 in taxes for every dollar they
pel-to
average
the
brings home
paid their employes.
pays
all,
son that he. or she, after
the taxes, not the man in business.
So if we an only remember that
' That is the chief trouble with the
.wherever we work, there is a tax
world now, with its constantly ad- collector standing at our side,and
vancing debts and taxes: most of
who goes with Us to the payroll
us• are firmly convinced the other
winds,* when we draw our wage.
fellow. meaning the business insti- and takes HIS; share, about half
tutions. pay the taxes, not we!
what we get; that :when we buy
One lad, wise for his nine years. almost anything one can mention.
when.'
told his father this week that
the same grcedure is followed, we
he was old enough to vote he
shall make some effort to try to
would vote against the men who
get taxes lowered so that our pay
envelope will leaves us more for
our loved ones' and ourselves.
—Paducah Sun-Democrat.

Own A Home
Approved By
Uncle Sam

To

It Is YOU Who Pays
The Taxes

Casualty
411.

Announcements

AS TO SOUNDNESS OF VALUE'
See

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
Murray, Kentucky

Don't Do This to the
FACTS about

Fire
1

Mr. Pittman also avers that an
oily substance oozes up from the
bottom of the creek near where
the explosions occur. Samples of
the rock will be analyzed in an
effort to dettsinine 'Their composition.

• • • • •
Wooldiet it fool' everybody and
disappoint lets of people if "Uncle
July 4th is the day for Patriots,
Ben" just came out .and said it Physicians,
undertakers, garage
suited him fine for Bob Hum- men and automobile manufacturers
phreys to be the highway com- —not to mention hug stands and
Six Barred Rock pullets in the
missioner and himself take the filling stations.
flock of V. B. Stepnens, Powell
The district 4-H club camp in
county, began laying at the age of Johnson county wits landscaped by
advisory Post for hls district?
•
•
f
••
Beekham's announcement seems 4 months and-7 days.
31- boys in a NYA project.
.•••
There's ink effective way, to to have made Brown both black
throttle the press constitutionally— and blue.

Well-spent Bonus
Money

Subseniption Ratess—sbnitrst Congressional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, 41.50S- Elsewhere, cittle.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
furnished upon application.
haven't seen any endorsement of
any of these candidates either by
the-'- president or the Governor.
' There have been some claims but
What we are about. tosay is not there haven't been presented any
or
to be taken as a slap at any par- ! written endorsements, framed
ticular candidate for Congress or unframed.
the U. S. Senate in Kentucky for
If Mr. Roosevelt is to select the
each seems to be about equally personnel of the U. S. Senate and
guilty of the sin against Democ- House of Representatives there
racy we are going 4o talk about. isn't any use of having any Senate
Neither it is to be taken as any or House at all and Mr. Roosevelt
reflection upon the President of ; might as well set himself 'up as
the United States nor the Gover- I the sole Dictator of these United
nor of Kentucky who have as Staten of America.
much right to have preferences in ; "Frankly. we don't think either
them matters as either you or I. Mr Ronsevelt or Mr. Chandler -ern
We refer to the late custom of proves of any of these aspiniusts
candidates to aver to the people ,calling themselves -their" candithat he ought to be sent to the date. I suspicion that they.—the
senate or to the house because the President and Governor—are going
President' or the Governor wants • to stay clearly and resolutely apart
him. Somehow or other, we have from these primary races—doubtthe old fashioned idea that he less, telling us that each candidate
constituents of any Political pro- is a -good fellow" and with malice
vince have the sole and final say- toward none and eharity toward
so about whom they shall select all.
to represent them.'
We have been given the right of
The fact of the business is we uffrage to cast our-ballots as we

/Met people regarding politics
are like one or the °tiler of the six
blind men of Hindustan who went
to see the elephant.
s

twelve years.

Insure in Sure Insurance

REFRIGERATION!

IS CHEAPER. SAFER AND SURER!

SPEC/AL
3 DAY X-RAY SHOW

Lots of folks "stick their heads in the sett like an ostrich when it comes to lookin at
the facts about refrigeration. %.

Letter; to Editor
Murray, Ky.
July 3. 1936
:stclitor and Reading Public:
In _issue of June 25 I made this
statement:
"It is 20 m,iles from •Gilbertsville
to Aurora bridge and from Shannon the nearest highway bridge it
is only six miles."
In issue of July 2, Senator Turner states that I said the following:
"Mr. T. A. Phelps gets mixed up
Ix his geography. He states that
it is only six miles from Aurora to
Shannon or the Shannon location
when as a matter of fact it is 21
miles and Highland site is 26 miles
from Gilbertsville, but he state.
-it is 20- miles."
I think even school children can
ten who is mixed here and it certainly does not take a late-make*.
I thank the Editor for publishing
this and other letters, and will net
bother him again on this matter.
Very truly,
T.- A. Phelps

NOW GOING ON IN ALL
NASH- L FAYETTE SHOWROOMS
r, Yen"
sr'

A01111111

..••••• temom•d•

What good is mechanical-gadget refrigeration (at any price) when it breaks down
just as you need it most. During the past week or so we have been called upon to ice
mechanical-gadget refrigerators in homes and businesses. We'll be glad to give you
specific examples.
ICE ia_not only Cheaper and safer, but best of all it is SURER. It doesn't"breakdown"
and let yqur food spoil when the thermometer gets high.
THE FACTS PROVE that you can save up to $25.00 a year with PURE, NATURAL ICE REFRIGERATION (nature's own and successful method for thousands of years).
—IN MODERN ICE REFRIGERATION you get the CIRCULATING MR—that-removes- OD0115- and het
ter PRESERVES FOOD.
Don't stick "your head in the sand" any longer to the facts. Give us a chance to PROVE to, you that we
mean exactly what we say when we assert that ICE in a MODERN REFRIGERATOR IS

166,

NAgH
LAFAYETTE

s5

cars, but PRAISE in their higher-priced cars! It
shows you thateven in the lowest-priced LaPayette,
Nash gives you features _never before offered in
a car costing less than $1,500.00!
PAYMENTS AS LOW AS

ns

A NIENNI

J oi-your present cs.r inuatly 'indicant
Trade-in %a!,
.
to cover low down-pailent.

LAFAYETTE
5*

s665

NAcH 400

NOME TO THE
PUBLIC

Fourth Sired

durraY, .Ky

Phott 373

SURER

No money down -- no interest or carrying charges - - See our display of Modern Ice
Refrigerators -- A size for every, need.

July 1st is TAX ASSESSING
TIME for 1936. The Tax
Commissioner's office i

11
1 S
11
?01/
AY8
hnt!

now open for the purpose of
taking the 1936 assessment.
I will greatly appreciate you

Phone

'Phone 64
for Serv10E

for ServiCE

turning in your assessment,
We WiliSell

as early as convenient.
•

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE

SAFER

CHEAPER

1110Irk,

Come to the Nash-LaFayette ShowroOrn!See the
eukorising. hidden differences INSIDE ears of the
- --axMe 'price In simple, easy-to-understand pictures, the X-Ray System lets you see with your
own eyes exactly what you get and what you do
NOT get in every popular make of car!
It shows you the tital, long-life -features that
manufacturers LEAVE OUT of die& LOW-priced

•

Claude 'Anderson

You the Refrigirator on Terms as Low as $1.00 Per Week
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES

"ICE is the BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet known to the Scientific World"

Tax Commissioner dallowil
.
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Phone 338, Please

Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Edltbr

iuthorlowing
PinataAugust

arip iii
ped by

•
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Surprise Birthday Dinner
On Sunday. July 5, a surprise
birthday dinner was given Mrs.
JOIM•Gpaharit at her hquie north
of Murray, -it being her 53rd birth-

day.A delightful day was spent in
conversation and -at the noon hour
a bountiful dinner was served
which everyone enjoyed immenseTuesday
than
later
not
submitted
be
should
this
for
parA
' goDY
ly.
week.
afternoon each
The honoree received many nice
and lovely gifts.
Oldsters Given Party
Barnett Family Reunion
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
At College
Held Sunday
To all persons 85 years of age Carmon Outland and daughter,
On Sunday, July 5. the frisnds
Jane Elizabeth, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
and relatives of Mr. Tom Barnett or older, a party was..given ThursCooper.
met for a family reunion at the day morning, July 2, at 8:30 a. m.
Barber Dailey, Mr. and Mrs.
old Barnett home on Blood River by the extra-curricular class of the
college in the men's gymnasium of Ottis Ward and children, Mary
near Center Ridge church.
The forenoon was spent in con- the liberal arts building. in the Frank, and Billy Rhea, alr.of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Burge Cooper
versation. The noon hour was college.
s
the and son. Joe_ Ryan, of Alma.
spent in enjoying the-"The Spirit of- 'Youth,"
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Stroud, James
dinner that was spread on the party- was called, was the first of
shady lawn. A large stone jar of its Hind ever to be presented at Stroud, Mr. Allen McCoy, Miss
Pauline Stroud, Mrs and Mrs. Hercool, refreshing lemonade added to -Murray College.
John
the merriment of the day.
Those on the -program were schel Pace, and Mr. and Mrs.
The afternoon was spent in ko- David Crockett. Thomas Watson., Graham.
daking and conversation.
Mrs. Reba Brown Miller, Joe PalThose present were Mr. and Mrs. mer Wynn, H. L. Hughes, Karl M. Zone Meeting Reid
Tom Barnett, . "Aunt Fqinceil“ Johnston and James Spencer.
At Hardin
Armstrong, Coy Crass. Pat Miller,
The •gsitors present were: HorThe missionary societies of Zone
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Boggess and ace Churchill, Mrs. Alice Harrison,
No. 3, Paris District, met at Hardin
children, Mrs. Anola Denson, Mr. Jim Williams, Mrs. Nannies CrawThursday. July 2, with Mrs. Max
and Mrs. Clarence Barnett and ford, J. M. Helm. Mrs. Della TrousHurt, zone leader, in charge.
children. Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert dale, Dean J. W. Carr, Mrs. Steven
The program follows:
Wyatt and children.
Edwards. William 11. Holland, Mrs.
Song, Jesus Calls Us O'er the
Mr. and Mrs. Heine Reed and Mary Moss, M. E. Wooldridge,
Tumult.
children, Mr.iind Mrs. Bailey Bar- Mrs. Maggie Waters McCoy, W. T.
Devotional exercises were connett and son. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fair, J. G. Glasgow, Mrs. J. G.
by Mrs. Autumn Ezell,
ducted
Mrs.
Miller and son, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Glasgow, Mrs. C. A. Bishop,
The 14th chapter of St.
Kirksey,
Garland and son, Mr. and Mrs. Barber .McEirath, Mrs. Mettle
John was read, followed by prayer.
Johnnie Garland and children, Churchill, and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
A_. getr acquainted meeting was
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Barnett and 'Waldrop.
held, each one telling their names,
son, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Barnett
from what society and what office
and •children, and Dick Barnett.
Duncan-Mitchell
they held.
Wedding
On Saturday, July 5, the same
There were seven societies repregroup with a few friends spread
Announcement is made of the
sented.
dinner at Pine Bluff and on that marriage of Miss Maurine Duncan,
Mrs. Nina McLarin, oistrict secevening most of the party met at of Lynn Grove, Ky., and Mr. WayParis, Tenn., gave a very
retary,
on
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy land Mitchell, of Burns, Ky.,
interesting and helpful talk imFriday, July 3.
Barnett and made ice cream.
pressing every member of their
••
••
The ceremony was read at the
duty.
Baker Family Reunion
home of Bro. David Thompson. of
A vocal solo, by Mrs. Garnett
A family reunion was held at the Murray, Ky. The only attendants
Jones, Murray, was very much
home of W. B. Baker last week. were Miss Edith Duncan and Mr.
enjoyed.
Children and grandchildren were Ted Mitchell.
A play written by Mrs. Tom
Mrs. Mitchell is the daughter of
present for the delightful occasion.
Swift, of Mt. Carmel, was given
Grove.
Lynn
o;
served
Duncan
was
M.
R.
Mrs.
A delectable dinner
by the ladies of the Mt. Carmel
She was graduated from Murray
at the noon hour.
The title, "A Mother's
society.
Those present included Mr. and State College with the class of
Vision". Everyone enjoyed it and
Mrs. 0. E. Windsor and daughters, 1931 and attended school one sumreceived a good lesson.
Maxine and Marie of Akron. O., mer at George Peabody College at
A round, table discussion on
Mr. and Mrs. roble Ray and song, Nashville. She is employed as
Christian Social Relations was disprincipal and third grade teacher
Joe Baker and Doris Hugh.
cussed by different members.
Mr. and' Mn. Albert Key and of Whittier School, Paducah.
Mrs. McLarin explained the Baby
Mr. Mitchell is Ihe son of Mr.
sons, Bonell and Bobbie, Mr. and
Special and, My Work Among the
Burns,
of
Mitchell,
L.
H.
Mrs.
and
daughters,
Mrs. Buron Baker and
Young People, was very ably given
Freeda and Milta. Mr. and Mrs. Ky. He also is a graduate of the
by Mrs. Garnett Jones.
ColState
Atmer Lassiter and children. Hal- 1931 class from Murray
Dismission by Reverend Underlegs. He is a former teacher of
line and Jackie.
hill pastor of Hardin circuit.'
- _Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Henley and Livingston county and is now emAt the noon hour a delicious
baby. Mr. and Mrs. Will Baker t ployed on his farm near Burna.
plate lunch was served by the
After visiting friends and' relaand Carter. Mr. and Mrs. Glathon
ladies of Hardin society.
Windsor and daughter, Verdie Lee, lives, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell will
Everyone seemed to thoroughly
summer.
the
spend
to
jasseittrnit
Henley.
L.
Mrs. M.
enjoy' the day and the fine hos-

s

,

Tommy Lavender were hosts to a
miscellaneous sbgerer for 'Mrs.
Grover W.- Jamilit 7k recent bride,
lifpuclay, Aloes , it the home of
Lavender. •,
Mrs, James received inittr ItglY
.. •
"ski useful gtfts.
A contelg was held. Miss Mildred Oliver and Mrs. Bon Canter
Received prizes.
Deligthful refrestiments w eir e
served.
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_•
spent the week end at Kirksey and
- •
Backusburg.
- Tom Roberts, of Detroit, Mich.,
is the guest in the home of his
brother, B. A. Roberts and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Vantryke
have returned from a visit to relatives near Whitlock. "Miss Mildred Wynns, of Alamo,
Tenn., spent Sunday with Miss
Louise Green.
J. L. Ellison and son, and J. T.
Provine wert at Backusburg, Sat-

Puryear, Items

Record Crowd Hears
Goujith In Benton,3rd

Mrs. R. J. Ezelle has returned
Galen Gough, executive director
from a visit to relatives in Murof the Temperance idollty League,
ray.
'Poise in -Benton, Friday night, JulY
Mr. arui mrs. Walter Walker an
3, to one of the largest crowds
children, 'Joan and Jimmie, are
ever to aeseinble in Renton. The
guests in the home jif Mr. and
court house -was crowded to its
Mrs. W. A. Ethridge.
capacity and numbers were turned
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Lttleton. Jr.,
sway being unable to find standand. son. Dickie and daughter.
ing room within bearing distance
are
Fla.,
•
The gaest list included the 101- Billie Anne, of Orlando.
of the speaker.
urday.
visiting their parents here.
F:wing:
The speaker's father, Rev. J. J.
JackIn
was
Wynns
Palmer
Joe
Week end visitors in the home
Gough, acted, in the capacity of
Mrs. Bobedt Lovett, Mrs. Desiree
of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Weather- son Sunday.
master of ceremonies and R. H.
Stubblefield. Mrs.
and
ynns
W
Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Itex Canon, Mrs. C. R. Breirk ford were Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Falwell led In the devotional.
Marjorie
Miss
and daughter, Lorene, of daughters, and
Speaking of the sincerity of Mr.
Xrs. Torn Be/I Sr., Mrs. Henry Er- Hopper
WYnns, spent Sunday at Shiloh Gough's work, both Rev.'Gough
nin. Miss Onia Tayes, Mrs. Byrd Pachichh.
Those from here spending the Park.
and Mr. Falwell, said that he was
W. C. -Littleton, of Memphis,
were the
absolutely called tee-the Lord for
Miss Virginia James. Mrs. Jewell day in Martin Saturday
the Week end here.
spent
Mrs.
Miller,
H.
J.
Mrs.
and
Rev.'
his work: Rev. Gough further
Hackett, Miss Dorothy Abets, Mrs.
kirk.
Whit
of
Herbert'-Littleton
Dorris
Sammie,
son,
JIM Dulaney, Miss Lura Mae Sam Hays and
said in his 'introduction, at Benton.
home
the
in
visitor
Sunday
a
was
Wilbur
Mrs.
and
to the people attending, that he
Hushes, Ws. Salon Darnell, Mrs. Crawford, Mr.
and Mrs. Jas. Smith of Mrs. G. C. Davis.
was as sure of HobsOn's call to this
Canter, Mrs. Grover W. James. Wasson, Mr.
Murray.
of
McCallu,m,
Lloyd
Atkins. Edwin
work as he was of his own call to
Miss Edna Johnson. Mrs. Pat and family, John
parhis
with
spent the week end
Jones, Miss Sue Farmer. Miss Lois Littleton, and Misses Myrtle Love
miniotry.
the
McCalDobbins and Catherine Ethridge. ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
organization $ sponsoring
The
Herbert Marshall is due la_towst Barrow', Mrs. Harmon Jones, Mrs.
lum.
W.
Douglass.
E.
N.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Temperance Fidelity
the
next Tuesday, when him newest Roy Chappell. Miss Mildred Oliver,
Gough,
Mrs. Lawson Paschall and sister,
starring picture, -Forgotten Faust." Mrs. Hill Gardner, Mrs. Samuel B. Douglass, and Dudley Porter
League, a national organization„%is
Beatrice,/ Valentina, of St.
opens at the Capitol Thaitre.
Miss
in
BackusSaturday
spent
Hays.
Adams, Mrs. J. W. Page, Mrs.
such a league devoted solely to the
•
- Lestis, are visiting relatives here. moral uplift of humanity and the
burg.
',Reilly shown oi the people of Thomas Bell Jr., and Mrs. Tommy
Charlie
Morris,
Bob
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Wasson
Wilbur
Mr. and Mrs.
benefits mart may derive by takLavender.
Hardin.
son, Wallace. spent Sunday at Todd, and Misses Ruby Lee Todd, ing temperance as a moral issue
Lorene
•
d
n
a
Robinson
Wayva
Reel/oot Lake.
for health, happiness, and success.
Hobson-Ballew
Mrs. C. B. Alton Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Paschall visit- Davidson, spent Saturday at Back, Wedding
Gough's itinerary for the week is
With- Dinner
usburg.
follows; Friday, July 10, GilMr. and Mrs. Tom Hobson of ed near Benton. Ky., Saturday.
as
Relatives and friends gathered
Ethridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Mrs. W. T. Hays, Jr., andl ittle
at the home of Mrs. Nollie Wise- Mayfield, announce the marriage daughter. Tommye Joyce. of Paris. of Paducah, spent the week end bertsville: Saturday, Julys 11, Hardin: Tuesday, July 14, Lynn Grove;
hart on Sunday, July 5, in hotior of their only daughter, Mary Kath- spent Friday night with Mrs. W. T. here.
Wednesday, -July 15, Hazel. Mr.
of her mother, Mrs. C. B. Alton, ryii. to Gerald Bellew, son of Hays, Sr.
and Mrs. LaBree and Velma
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bellew, also
Gough will also attend other apon her birthday.
Taylor and Orr spent the week end with
Kinney
Mrs.
and
Mr.
At the noon hour a beautiful of Mayfield. The wedding took daughters. Ruth and Melva, and Misses Bethel and Anne Cantrell pointments in the surrounding
counties, speaking in Paris, Tenn.,
dinner was spread and a most en- place Saturday. July 4, at May- son, James Lowell Littleton, spent in Paris.
Tuesday, July 21, at Fulton, Wedjoyable day was spent by the field. Ky.
deRay
Catherine
Mary
Miss
Memphis.
The only attendants were Miss a few days last week in
nesday, July 22, and at Mayfield
guests.
Sunday
her
Mr. and las. J. M. Cohen and lightfully entertained
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Ophie Lee Miller, Lynn Grove, family were recent visitors in School class with a party on the Thursday, July 23.
John Underwood. Mr. and Mrs. and Gardner Tucker, Mayfield.
Baptist Church lawn Monday evMembers of the Scaffold Cane
Mrs. Bellew attended her sopho- Nashville_
Finis Steele, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Humphreys ening from 5:30 to 7:30 o'clock. 4-H Club in ftockcastle county
Linn. Mr. and Mrs, Sherman Linn. more year at Lynn Crewe High and family of West Frankfort, Ill.. Games and contests were enjoyed. -.cleaned a three-acre cemetery as
Mn. and Mrs. Elmus Wilson, Mr. School in 1935.
the week end with relatives Ice cream, cakes, leinonade, and t he ir community improvement
For the present the couple will spent
and Mrs. Macon White, Mrs. Betty
mints were nerved at Puryear Drug work.
here.
the
groom's
with
at
be
home
Alton, Mr. and Mrs. Oren ChrisMiss Illene Stokes has returned Store following the games. Eleven
parents.
man, Mr. and Mrs. Brent Wilson.
to Lansing. Mich.. after a visit to small guests enjoyed the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Ward. Mrs.
The Epworth League entertained
mother, Mrs. C. Y. Muhundro.
her
FIRST BAPTIST IHURCH
Hazel Alton, Mrs. Mattie Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Vance, of with a lawn party. at the MethpMrs. Winona Robinson, Miss SylHazel, have returned home after dist Church Monday evening from
Preaching by the pastor morning
via Alton, Herbert Alton.
visit in the home of Mr. and Mrs. eight to ten thirty o'clock. Games
a
Morning subject,
Leland Alton. Oscar wiilon, Earl and evening.
Lemonade and
were enjoyed.
H. Morris.
C.
Nix Wilson, Carlos Steele, Mrs. sTlIE MINISTRY OF THE GLAD
Miss Guelda Council, of Paris, cookies were present.
Alice McLean, Maurine Steele, HEART". Evening subject, "WHY spent the week end with Miss VirJESUS CHRIST CAME".
Mary Steele.
Smith-Littleton Wedding
ginia Provine.
Every member a the Church is
Marguritte White„ Oneta White,
Miss Mary Mason Smith and
Mrs. S. K Summers, Mrs. E. H.
morning
at
to
present
urged
be
Sue Underwood. leatherirse Alton.
oTrden,- Mrs. J. L Ellison and son. Gordon Littleton were married
Betty Jo Alton, blliss Anna Gipson, 'iteeviee as a very important and Junior, have returned from a visit Saturday morning at the home of
Brooks Uqderwood, Albert Wilson, far reaching announcement will be to relatives in Jackson.
the Rev. D. T. -Spaulding, near
Constance Wilson, Claretta Chirs- made at that hour.
Edgar Provine, of Paris, spent Paris.
&irides School with classes for
man, Dorothy Gene Alton, James
Mrs. Littleton is the daughter of
the week end with his parents, Mr.
Gilbert Alton. Imogene Linn, Ruth all agesmmeets every Sunday at and Mrs. A. M. Provine.
Mrs. H. 0. Smith, of Puryear. She
Dr. Hugh M. McEirath.
Underwood, Mrs. Laura Under- 11:30.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dobbins and is employed at Golden Peacock,
superintendent.
wood.
daughter, lytyrtle Love, arid Mrs. Inc.. at Paris.
evSunday
every
meets
B.T.U.
Alton,
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Emma bobbins visited Mr. and
and Mrs. Nellie Wisehart, Sue ening at 6:45, with fine character Mrs. rimer Young in Whitlock Mrs. IL B.. Littleton. also of Purrendered
by
building
programs
Joyce Wisehart, Wanda Yvonne
year. He is an employee of Dig&
sash Union In their respective Sunday.
Wisehart.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Jackson and Motor Co., of Paris.
Afternoon guests were Mr. and. romps._ B. W. Churchill. director, daughters, Ruth, Mary, Kathleen,
Mid-week service every WednesMrs. Muncie Oibron, Mr. and Mrs.
Read the Classified calm=
and Eva Pearl, and son. John.
Con Linn. Mr. and itra. Will Al- day evening at 7:30. This very important meeting is followed imton.
Miss Lottye Alton, Miss Hattie mediately by the Worker's CounMcLean, Fonso Pates. Laura Fran- cil meeting for all Sunday School
ces Osbron, John Brent Under- teachers, officers, and all those interested in blinding a better school.
wood.
The people of Murray and communities are earneetly invited to
Mrs. Grover W. James
attend the services of this church.
Honored With Shower
Sam P. Martin, Pastor
Mrs. Thomas Bell Jr. and Mrs.

ra
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ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
is as Modern as Electric Light!

Today's electric refrigerator is as far ahead in its
field as the electric light is
are ever observed in thoService, Comfort
and convenience of the

ahead of the coal-oil lamp.
You want the best .. . the
... So install
'
most modern
an electric refrigerator
NOW.

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

AVOID LATER
\
REGRETS

Itt
You will always be glad
you bought an electric refrigerator—

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date-in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates

•

... beesuae..you can depend
on it to keep your food safehow '
ly chilled no matter
warm the weather.

Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
for Reservations

Follow The SAFE Road 44

. . . because it will make
plenty of ice and have frozen desserts ready to serve
on time even in the, hottest
days.

.t.-

e

When you choose a sound'bank, such as this, as your business
advisor you have taken the sure, the safe road to the achievement of
your business goal. The country—with its forty-eight states—furnishes a trustworthy background for its banking institutions.

HOTEL.

litalANAP GUS

A background'that assures the safety of your savings, your in:C

vestments. Secure your business and personal future by the patronage
of a bank that has demonstrated its power tag serve you in a wide va-

.riety of

coatilathe CassShopesd
corill- Gasp Fat:Anus

I'SaMc IXturra

Prosteam'

more than-7,900,000 housewives who already have
They're our most enthusiastic "salesmen."

ASK FOR ECONOMY—the 1936
for a few cents a day.

2$0
M
ROOMS

•

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

operates

Enjoy the use of your electric refrigerator as you pay for it, litma!
_
dealers offer you a ohoice of standard makes in a variety of styles ancLAX_E3•• •
each make with one or more exclusive features ... everyone carrying a $ervice
_
guarantee ... biggest values in industr,y's history.

WITS'•VIINal• WAIT*
$1;0 wtrrt sow

We Sell the General Electric—

•

eikte LINDEN

ILLINOIS AT NE, vi,i•!, ST.

Eat]
•

lat•••••••r ••

way
every ,

ROM V5
R. VURRIRS-.

Wants Your Business and Will Take Good
Care of It

•
detwailleinsietassis—,ss•

electrical refrigerators,

thin worthwhile. &friendly

hosi>inbie untospetett. Fee

... because year after year it will be more satisfactory to you in
than any other type of refrigeration.

--JUST ASK any of the

rood h big did airy, and
you eniey every Rae kotel
kntity at die Link.. Ceti.
frilly located,ghee to every.

cdpittities.

- -.1 !Loa*.11110.

.4„,

••
Ms rater are low,but your

Deposits and resources have increased virtually a
quarter fo a million dollars each &ice the first of the year.

ra.**.
•

--stss•s•rssessersitesetellatellslielereeRieleilip

... because you can use it in or
country.,
city, village
where there is ordinary elec- •
tric service.

r seieeSr•-•

Kentucky'-Tennessee Light and Power Car
Murray,_Kentucky

•a.

•

•

• a-a

•

•••

•
JO'

41.1r.44.
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water Church of Christ Sunday •
afternoon at 2;90 o'clock. By the
way. I heard an old fellow at
Goshen refer to a church by way
Well! The Fourth of July is over
The Backusburg reunion episode
of. nickname. Done dun ugly.
and many enjoyed the day and
Was grand and entertaiiI.flg. About
Editor Cyrus' Curd. of Ifolly
made sad by the going
21.000 there. Had good ca der. No Springs. Mississippi. sent me a others were
of their people. A Mr.
wonder, Ira Fox was there, his bunch of "The South Reporter". of some
Garrison was killed on the Pine
golden official badge ashming. and Real newspaper, directed to ole
Bluff road. Very sad indeed. Fast
U.
even
and
constables
to
police,
"Eagle". I thank you. Mr. Curd.
is the cause of many acS. G Men detectives. Folks there Mrs. Curd is the daughter of Bill driving that
could be avoided it
cidents
sa a circumference of 30 miles. I McKeel. of near Murray.
drivers would just stop and think!
sairst—Cilt Cloys and Mandy of
Bud Bogard moved Charley Ross' Drinking, automobiles and highUnion City whom I had not amen
and outbuildings from-the ways lots of times prove fatal.
in 30 years.. Governor Albert *eel-, dwelling
Story place to the StellaWe re glad to report that Mrs.
Jamul Chandler's ;10-minute speech Sam
highway, and the George I Raymond Tidwell, after an operawas wonderful to contemplate. He Kirksey
Virgil
to
barn
tobacco
tion at the Mason Memorial 110€official Cathey big
and
himself
justified
See what ma- pital. is improving nicely.
farm.
"bunch" in every particular. Said • Bridges'
runcan do. I've got the Clarence Cole. of St. Louis, Mo.,
that he did NOT use cigarettes chinery
fits", caused by eating bis- spent the Fourth with his parents,
whiskey. and other abOminable ning
Mr. and Mrs. George Cole. His
Best Governor Kentucky cuit.
.stuff.
Stove pia soot, mixt with tur- wife, who has been here for the
has had in 30 years.
pentine makes lamp black. See past ten days. returned home with
If Bill Phillips is elected this ' "Eagle" printed on my mail box,
him Sunday.
coming .election. he can give his eh. Robert Hart?
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Adams, of
mother the credit Saw her at
of
102
a
rains,
Since the bountiful
Murray. were the guests Sunday of
Backusburg. Best posted woman ' green "Guys" will ruin their toMr and Mrs. Jim Adams.
politically in the, county.
•(.1 bacco by plowing out the roots
Mr. and Mrs. 4Vayel Curd spent
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Turner Of with double shovel.
the week end with the former's
Now I lay my lead pencil down, parAts. Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Curd
"Looiville" are seeing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Turner, relunctantly. not half through. By of Hazel.--"Rose Bud".
of Coldwater. and his sisters. Dottie the livin'
and Bess, Also "took-in" the big
Several purebred bulls will be
4th of July show at •Backusburg.
AR hands up and circle to the taken into McCracken county, as
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Parker
a result of increased itnerest in
'
tea
and daughter. Modean. Mr. and
L. R. Pogue will preach at Cold- dairying,
Mrs. Chas. Parker and daughter.
June of St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and
Mrs. Wilburn Clayton and son,
Thomas Richard of Buchanan,
Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland and son. Aaron Dale, Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. E.
D. Winchester. of Murray. - 4ames
and W. A. Parker celebrated the
Fourth at the home of thgir mother. Mrs. Nora Parker, widow of the
late J. T. Parker. Afternoon callers were Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Farris.
of Providence. Mrs. D. B. Parker
and Mrs. Will Alexander.
.41111.s.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. McCutcheon.
of Evansville. Ind.. visited Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Heruiy and family July
4. Mr. McCutcheon recently purchased a new truck.
and
Parker
Napoleon
Mrs.
daughter. Modean, of St. Louis.
spent two weeks with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Farris. of
Providence.
Mrs. Ada Outland spent two
weeks in the home of her daughter. Mrs. C. L. Farris. She is now
visiting Bro. and Mrs. Clyde Robertson. South Tenth street, Murray.

I

Ann Harding

Gunter's Flat

Stella Gossip

ENERGY
,BUILDER
116.

For Cool energy these Hot slays serve—

•

RETURN MILK BOTTLES
When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk_

Murray Milk Products Co.
—Telephone 191

FJE/Era
CELEBRATING OUR — —
•

5th

ge•vcru

ia
mirer
34
1441

—IN-

•
MURRAY
Wir Thank You All For Your
Generous Patronage!
•'-

1

You have been mighty izOod to us in the five years we have been in Murray
and we wi4h to express our heartfelt appreciation to each and -everyone of you
who have favored us ii•ith your patronage. •

111

Each

year we

have ,stepped forward to' giveyou finer dry cleaning.

July 1931, BUSINESS OPENED. 1932, Nose to grindstone all year. 1933,
Increased business demanded larger cleaning unit-550 gallons per hour
tinuous flowing Water, solvent 1934,Hats blocked by factory metifods on an
automamttic Circle hat machine. 1935, installed automatic electric steam- -Iron.
1936, Knit blocking machine. 1937, What this year holds in store for us
;would be guess work to determine, put our attention will be devoted to the pnoduction of a finer dry cleaning service than ever offered before.
Let us clean and put your Winter Garments in a.Fee Moth -Proof, Dust.' t)
proof Sealed Bag at no
Extra Cost
Hats, Blocked by Factory Methods
•
60c
WASH SUITS, only
25c
_-"THE,HOUSE OF SERVICE"
WASH PANTS, only

CLEANERS tel. 234

'E.

THE UNIVERSAL RANGE
Let your wife enjoy cool, clean, modern
electric cookery

Temple Hill News

EASY WASHERS
with the patented spiralator

Electric

Battery

RADIOS

R. C. A.
Philco
Stewart-Warner

GrunoW
Sentinel

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.

IFE IN A
GINS Ho'

It's bad to lose 10,000.00 smacks
But what: abdut those ragged
backs'
Gosh-, that awful feeling way
inside,
Asking for something I can't provide.
If someota passes to me a loaf
You don't have to tell me how to
vote.
Cause just as certain as can be
One election day it will be F. D.
Don't come around with
. rot, that
ton chat.
Won't do any good, understand
• that.
Cause things present and things to
come
Will never drown out that NEW
. 'DEAL hum.
Written by Kentucky Pennyrile
•

SMOTHERMAN NEWS

We have endeavored to give you prompt and courteous service and UNSURPASSED QUALITY in all our work and we believe that is one of'the reasons why our business has grown steadily.

-- $100.00 CASH PRIZE
KODAK,FILM

cook In Cool Comfort

Fellows Un high

'
SUNBURST'MILK PRODUCTS-4

Poultry again promises to be a
major source of income among
farmers in Grayson county.

25c

Kirksey Kinklets

Strain, fatigue, the wearing effect of constant activity ,. they're the reasons for ill-health.
Correct diet will prevent them by building energy
. and the- Correct diet always includes plenty of
rich Sunburst milk.

COUNTY AGENT NOTES

ay increase food and feed crops
if the increased acreage is necessary to produce normal crops of
food and feed.
Soybeans and cowpeas are classified;as soil conserving it followed
'crops!' Small grain,
Sundan grass, Millett or- Sorghum
seeded after June 1 will not be
counted as soil 'depleting provided
county committeemen determine
the acreage of such crops was
necessary to off set less than normal production of feed crops because of cirouth.

Four-H Club picnic ia changed
Harlan county farmers are growfrom July. 14 to July 18. All club
ing soybeans both for may ang_for
•
lnembers...and leaders please note.
green manure crop. Officers, Magisterial 'Captains #!:To
0000
Meet Here Friday
It pays to read the classified ad&
Poultry and Winter Eggs
Evening.
good
fed
be
should
.stock
Young
Wells Purdom, young business rations all summer. If pullets are
man and leader of this community, to start laying in early fall they
Coupon with every
has resigned from the presidency must get enough proteins to furnof the Young Democratic Club of ish growth and build up egg layand
March
Developed and 8 DeLuxe Prints &
requirements.
Calloway county to accept the ing
professional enlargement oil paintchairmanship of the campaign com- April chicks should be grown and
by artists all for
pumped
ed
Letcher county farmers
mittee for U. S. Senator M. M. laying in September and early Oc___________________
only
tober if fed plenty of feed with the water from creeks to their garLogan in this county.
Mail to Janesville Film Service '
Janesville, Wisconsin
Mr. Purdom has served as presi- required amount of protein. If dens during the dry weather.
Mail this ad with roll for individdent Of the Young Democrats of they are fed onefbalf the required
ual attention
Calloway since his election Fri- amount of protein it will take It Pays to Read the Classifieds P52
almost as long again to get them
day, April 10.
In explaining his decision to to start laying. This means eggs
withdraw from the leadership of in the spring and not in the winthe organization, Mr. Purdom said ter. The birds in the trees can
he did not wish for the club to do that well. Why not summer
become hivolved in • the primary feed and do a good job of 'it and
race and that he, therefore, deem- sell high priced eggs. Old hens
ed it - necessary for'him to resign. should be fed well in summer too
Ann Harding comes to the Capi- He plans to take charge of the if they are to lay winter eggs.
tol Theatre Sunday in her latest
and one of her best pictures, "The campaign for Senator Logan in Laying mash should be fed in
summer same as winter. Another
'this county immediately.
Witness Chair."
A meeting of the officers and way to get higher income from the
magisterial captains of the Young flock is to cull early molters and
Democrats has been called for Fri- those that do not respond to good
day evening, July 12, at 7:30 treatment.
Mrs. Solan Griffin. is in Paduo'clock in the courthouse. Plans
Feed liquid milk with caution
Tom
Mrs.
mother,
her
with
cah
for securing a large registration of this time of_year because of worm
hospital
a
in
ill
is
Futrell, who
the voters in this county will be infection. The egg of tape worms
there.
considered at this meeting.
must be hatched by flys, snails,
Mrs. Keys Futrell attended the
Other officers of the organiza- bugs and worms before a chicken
apron-garden party at the home tion are: Guy Billington, Mac
can get tape worm infection. Milk
ELECTRIC POWERED
of Mrs. C. A. Hale. Mayfield Road. Thomas Tarry. and Wayne FreeGASOLINE POWERED
draws flies when it begins to
June 30. •
FOR WIRED HOMES
FOR UNWIRED HOMES
man. vice-presidents: L. J. Hortin. sour, dry and decay. Chicks eat
Hercy Hopkins, of Paducah. secretary; Jack ,Kennedy. treasur- the flies and have tape worms.
spent Monday night with his par- er; Robert Everett, sergeant-at- This cuts down on 'egg production
ents. Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins. arms; M. 0. Wrather and Waylon and•theins less profit. Milk should
Mr. and Mrs. Loman Griffin and Rayburn, advisers (appointed by be fed early morning and taken
family. of Fulton, were guests of retiaing president); Holman Jones, up by 10 a. m. Containers should
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Griffin, Mr. Whitt Imes, Rex Watson, H. T. be washed out and refilled with
and Mrs. Solon Griffin. and Mr. Waldrop, Charley Denham, Ray- clear water. The remaining milk
and Mrs. Cleavie Burkeen over the mond Hamlin, L. D. Miller, H. L. and that washed out of the conBroach, Hugh Wilson. Leon Smith, tainer should be put in a bucket
week end.
Mr. I. Lee who has been visit- magisterial captains.
and carried to the hogs -or burled.
ing his sister. Mrs. Rhoda Mahan
0000
The
way
korean
lespedeza
friends
surand other•relatives and
The New Soils Program and
vived
dry
weather
created much
here for some months, left last
The Drouth
interest among Breathitt county
Tuesday for Hot Springs, Ark.'
Instructions on the Soils Con"Aunt Sissie" Woodall has been farmers.
servation program have been reon the sick list the past week. She
vised as follows: -is 83 years of age and seldom It Pays to Read the Clasidfleda
Farms affected by the drouth
•
misses any kind of services at
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Nowlan Mahan and
family, of Murray. were Sunday
guests of Mrs. Rhoda Mahan.
Miss Ruth Todd. of Murray,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Griffin.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Cleaver and
Mr. Willie Cleaver, of Naahville.
Tenn., spent the week end visiting relatives .and old friends in
rain
the
of
We are surely proud
this neighborhood.
the good Lord sent us the first of
Very good attendance atl,Sunday
July. Our crops are 50 per cent School and church servi
Sunbetter now than they were heftily.
The sermon ,,by the pastor.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Patton and .Rev. _R. .P_. Blankenship,
daughter visited Mr. Swann's fam- jayed by all present,.
ily . near Lynn Grove last Sunday
week.
Mr.' Fray Cunningham. superintendent of Locust Grove Sunday
School. tiaticipates an outing for
Those fellows away up high
the several classes of the school in
On the 40th -floor hear the sky,
the near future. The outing will
Think theyle smarter; more able
probably be held on the river. 'to think
Eunice Boyd. Luther and daughThan us fellows behind mud and
ter spent a few days vacationing
oaxsaLtiTs
chink.
sEi
with their father, mother and sisvoila rUg
rA°
ters recently.
ill
TO
the
on
Us fellows up the, hollow
Mr. and Tiirs. Dennie P. Alexasso
L.Lik
creek
erst
_on
ander and daughter spent Sunday
.11„,wriaair:NB1he liii
papers six times a week,
the
Read
'
with Hal Riley. near Gob°.
Good roads, busses, autos, sez I
The play was well attended at
13 '1
pri&
Puts us up pretty near as high.
Kirksey Friday night and a very
enjoyable time was spent.
lead!
chAsgt
Some of them wear brown derby
—"Lazy Ned"
hats
IrauP :411 Swith
1
.
n,
C4
ird
Think they can scare us country
;dal
R pays to read the zlasaia' ed ads.
tajtir.11
I
.r a
a :
:
j
l
rItgr
X
1
1'a
rats.
a
stag
OW al.
By telling us how.Jo Vote and talk
Won't scare me: "jtist take a walk".

Murray Route 5

TIRED?. Then you'll find Milk the best

Purdom Resigns
From Presidency
Young Democrats

-

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Grogan and
Darrell Page were visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Eunice Grogan, of near
Cherry, Saturday.
Several persons from this vicinity spent the 4th of July at Backusburg Saturday.—"Blondie".

•

Read Age claealfied venom.
-• _

SHOES DYED

TT'S in your power this summer to make life
brighter and broader and bigger — to open up
new pleasures,find more fun, discover fresh scenes
— and the key to it all ia this brilliant Buick SPECIAL
Series 40, priced as a Buick has never been priced
before!
For S765* and up, list price at Flint, Mich., you can
have the exfra lift and power And dependable, willing eagerness of Buick's own oil-cushioned valvein-head straight-eight engine.,

brilliant combination of performance and sOle,
frugal habit and tough dependability.
Life begins when you buy a Buick! You'll know the
pleasure of abundant thrilling power; ynct41 find :fresh enjoyment in the new freedom its easy handling gives you. You'll enjoy a new mastery over
time—you'll feel new pride from the very fact that
your car bears this name.
Why not let us show you the car that can do so
much for you—and show you how easy it is to own?

For a few dollars a wcek more than the lowestpriced cars cost, you can have the extra room, the
extra comfort and the solid value of Buick's own
way of building character into its cars.

B

a

Fork the lowest price that a Buick ever
bore, you can have this phenomenal car
that is the sensation of the year for its,

any 'color and colors
-renewed
WHITE_HOES, ladies' or
men's cleaned and refinished in solid white.

- Vtilco-Soling
DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

A GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT

Anderson Motor Co.
10840 North Seventh Street
Mayfield, Kentucky

_ East Maple Street
••••
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